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Abstract

This is the fourth chapter of the first volume of the series, Liberating Sociology: From Newtonian to Quantum Imaginations, subtitled Unriddling the Quantum Enigma, by Mohammad H. Tamdgidi. In this chapter titled “Whose Enigma?: From Classical Newtonianism to Relativity and the Quantum Revolution,” the author argues that the so-called quantum enigma can be best understood in the social and historical contexts in which it emerged and had endured. 

Tamdgidi broadly traces the scientific discoveries such as the special and general theories of relativity as well as the specific experimental breakthroughs of the quantum revolution that altogether shattered over time the basic foundations of classical Newtonianism in the course of the past century. He argues that in addition to challenging the basic formal logical dualism maintaining the Newtonian model of universe and science, the proposition of the “wave-particle duality of light” (or matter) also basically overthrew in embryo the propositions of atomism, separability, (subjectless) objectivity, determinism, continuity, disciplinarity, and scientism maintaining the Newtonian way of imagining reality. 

What were previously assumed to be externally interacting atomic bodies comprising the microscopic realm of reality, were now viewed as comprised of interpenetrating and overlapping elements that, as waves, also interfered with one another such that it could no longer be stated with certainty that one element A caused another element non-A since the two, or more entities, have coexistential attributes that lead them at least in parts to be the same as one another. It was no longer possible to draw a predictable, deterministic, rabbit (or cat) out of the magic hat of “objective” reality in its microscopic realms. 

Tamdgidi suggests that the quantum view and its associated enigmas have contributed to the challenge of adequately understanding the quantum way of imagining reality, one that has the following eight notional attributes: 1-“Duality” (for which he distinguishes two approaches as Complementarity and Simultaneity); 2-Superpositionality; 3-Inseparability; 4-Relativity (Subject-included Objectivity); 5-Probability; 6-Discontinuity (for which he prefers to use the term Transcontinuity); 7-Transdisciplinarity; and 8-Transculturalism. Tamdgidi’s basic point is to see how the logically dualistic-formal, atomistic, separable, objective (excluding the subject), deterministic, continuous, disciplinary, and scientistic imagination of reality as found in classical Newtonianism has been enigmatically challenged. 

Tamdgidi also emphasizes that when considering the Newtonian or quantum models or ways of imagining reality and delineating their defining attributes, it is by no means redundant, but in fact essential, that we include the ways of knowing (such as disciplinarity or scientism in the classical Newtonian model and their contrasting parallels, transdisciplinarity and transculturalism, in the quantum model) as part of the “attributes package,” so to speak, of what each model represents. This, in turn, makes it possible for us to avoid reifying enigmatic experiences in diverse social, cultural, and disciplinary contexts, by always asking “enigmatic for whom?” or “Whose enigma?” while considering the extent to which the so-called ‘quantum enigma’ may be in fact a “Newtonian enigma,” that is, classical Newtonian in its nature and origins.
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CHAPTER 4 — Whose Enigma?: From Classical
Newtonianism to Relativity and the Quantum
Revolution
This ocean of being emerged from what’s concealed.
There is no one who has the pearl of its truth drilled.
Everyone said something out of desperation;
What it really is no one has ever revealed.
— Omar Khayyam (Tamdgidi translation)
By the time the physicists got to Brussels for the Solvay Conference, the classical
view of the world had finally collapsed. They had to give up any notion of
making definite predictions because there was, in a sense, no longer a definite
world at all. As Max Born had realized in 1926, quantum physics could only
make statements about probabilities. But it wasn’t even a case of little demons
playing dice in the centre of atoms: it was far stranger than that. There was an
elegant mathematical formalism governing the world’s behaviour, but it had no
classical interpretation. No wonder all the physicists at Solvay are looking so
glum [in their group photo].
—Neil Turok, The Universe Within: From Quantum to Cosmos (2012:57)
176 4. From Newtonianism to Relativity and Quantum Revolutions Volume 1
From the standpoint of the sociology of scientific knowledge—broadly
considered, without implying any predeterministic or universal causal model
governing the relation between knowledge and society—an enigma is always
experienced in a social and historical context. When scientists report an
enigma, therefore, such an experience must always be explored in relation to
the prior and existing paradigms that have been used for explaining reality,
ones that no longer are found to offer satisfactory explanations.
For instance, for centuries astronomers gazing at the sky with their
naked eyes confronted an anomaly in how certain “stars” moved compared to
others on what were then thought to be spheres rotating in the sky around a
presumably flat, stationary Earth at the center. These ‘wandering’ stars—in
middle or old English, “planete” actually means ‘wandering’—did not follow
other “fixed stars” (many of which were discovered centuries later to be other
suns in our galaxy, and a few others then visible to naked eye actually were
galaxies far away) circling around the Earth. Instead, they had sometimes
forward, sometimes backward, retrograde, motions.
It was only when the modern view of the universe and the solar
system became prevalent thanks to the invention of telescopes and their
improvements, leading to further astronomical discoveries, that the enigma
was resolved to the commonsense understanding held today that those visible
‘wandering stars’ are planets, such as Mercury, orbiting the Sun as observed
from another Sun-orbiting planet, our own, the Earth. This explained why
they appeared to have unusual, sometimes retrograde, motions.
The enigmatic nature of quantum science as a cognitive experience must
be similarly understood sociologically in relation to the old paradigms and
historical contexts within which observed phenomena no longer seemed to
be readily explicable. And the old paradigm to be considered in this case
was classical Newtonianism as an ideologically distorted, socially constructed
model of science that had become prevalent and taken for granted at a time
when new questions arose about the nature of reality especially in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
To recall, going back to the previous chapter, classical Newtonianism,
as a model for science, was a product of an historical compromise between a
receding religiosity and an emerging secularism in the West. In such a model,
willful and creative subjects, observers, and scientists are to be consciously and
intentionally omitted as such from the object of research (unless themselves
are treated as willless subjects) in the name of “objectivity”—even though
such a requirement is essentially absurd and impossible to fulfill. This
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arbitrary approach to scientific research modeling was made possible by the
dualistic architecture of a longstanding (inherited from ancient times) formal
logic that was also adopted by classical Newtonianism, one that allowed for a
universally “chunky” view of reality comprised of separable parts in all realms
of reality, from the atomic to the cosmic. Such a logic and resulting atomistic
and chunky view of reality absent of willful subjects, then, made it possible to
claim and legitimize the search for predictable causes and deterministic laws
of motion operating in reality. The fact that even the most inanimate objects
of research had to be explored through the participation of the subjective
worlds of observers and scientists conducting research—and that, therefore,
the separation of the object from the subject was impossible to make in
order to arrive at a presumably “objective” research absent of the researcher’s
consciousness—was simply ignored.
A self-fulfilling prophetic attitude built into the classical Newtonianism
in effect deleted its own role and the roles of willful subjects (be they an
imagined God or Earthly subjects such as observers and scientists) from the
object of its study, resulting in a scientistic model of reality that was devoid
of any role creative agencies played, or could play, in setting its presumed
“laws of motion” in motion.
I can calculate and predict a ball’s trajectory very precisely if I throw it and
just sit and watch it happen, but if I suddenly decide (using that knowledge)
for my and your creative amusement to hit it with another ball in one or
another spot or time in its trajectory while in the air and thus undermine
my original projection on a whim, I should consider my own sudden creative
“urge to be different” to be a part of the “mechanistic” picture I was drawing
up for the ball and the universe.
Just because we cannot yet do something similar about an asteroid which
today has an “objectively” predictable trajectory of motion in space, it does
not mean that a hundred years from now we will not be able to do so, by
blowing it away with a nuclear missile or redirecting it with a nuclear-guided
system, to readjust its orbit away from the Earth to prevent a calamity. We
still have to consider how the object could move on its own after contact,
but there does not have to be anything “objective” or fatalistic about it—if
we garner our wisdom to let go of our absurd and wasteful Earthly projects
and wars now in order to concentrate on dangers that may destroy the entire
humanity in an instant in a near or distant future.
So, we are also a part of the universe and our creativity and thoughtfulness,
the creativity and thoughtfulness of that universe; conversely, our ignorance
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and irresponsibility not to be preventive about future troubles are also
properties of that universe and we will pay dearly for it as far as our Earthly
experiment in the infinite possibilities of the universe is concerned. And
this is an objective truth—but, a different form of it, that is, an objective
perspective that includes the subject as part of the object.
Yet, the presumably deterministic model of classical Newtonianism
devoid of creative subjects thus constructed in the West was to be especially
consequential for the sciences of society, mind, and human behavior. When
the architect Lewis Mumford stated, to cite another example, that the views
and intentions of those holding hopes for a prouder future are also among
the factors that will determine whether that future will come, he was indeed
challenging a Newtonian way of imagining history. But a culture of science
gripped by the classical Newtonian spell was writing, in the name of science,
its own academic narrative of what a deterministic science of society and
mind should be like and found itself quite unenigmatically pleased with its
imperial self-regard. It was so proud of itself that it even claimed at times
that the basic task of (classical Newtonian) science was over and that there is
not much left to be known, except for some details here or there.
And it was the same imaginary presumptions of a universally atomistic
and chunky macroscopic reality (and in fact to perpetuate such an
imagination) that led to and legitimized the construction of the modern
academic organization of knowledge production, fragmenting it internally
into the organizational sub-cultures of the natural sciences, the social
sciences, and the humanities, each with its own further separably imagined
and institutionalized disciplinary and sub-disciplinary fields and departments
which were then treated hierarchically as some having less or more
importance and value than others. It was assumed that each can arrive at its
disciplinary truth on its own, to then collide with other academic disciplines
and cultures, if needed, in the spirit of playing a reified interdisciplinary
billiard balls game.
In a similar way, the academic organization could then separate itself
in time from other religious, mystical, utopian, artistic, and mythological,
presumably “non-Western” ways of imagining reality, implying an
hierarchically superior self-regard in relation to their ways of knowing
considered now to be of lesser scientific value in relation to those presumably
belonging to the Western culture and science. Such a view would of course
find it exotic that a Persian “astronomer-mathematician,” Omar Khayyam,
would also write poetry in his “spare time” (even if at all, our contemporaries
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heatedly arguing about those “wandering quatrains”)—for, the chunks of this
science here and that poetry there seem not to fit together in the Western
expectations of what scientific, or spiritual or creative, pursuit would entail.
This model of science was an historical compromise emergent in the
West in the sense that its logical and conceptual architecture allowed for two
things: 1) it still accommodated a religious point of view that was becoming
increasingly marginalized, keeping it in line institutionally and conceptually
amid a secularizing Western context (pertaining to a God who struck the first
creative strike, but then sat aside in favor of watching “His” autonomously
operating creation to move on existing, subject to its own laws); and 2) it
pursued an “objective” science that presumably did not have to concern itself
with any enigmatic questions regarding spiritual meanings of existence; and
if anyone dared to cross the line, he or she would be deemed and labeled a
pseudoscientist.
The fact that such a dichotomy actually had not been present in
Newton himself and his own scientific spirit as a scientist, theologian,
and alchemist—that he was indeed deeply enigmatized by the puzzles of
existence in his own way—did not matter. The mystical side was dualistically
set aside in time in favor of a disenchanted, historically compromised, secular
classical Newtonian model that came to be taken for granted as a “theory of
everything” of its time. Consequently, such a Western compromise under
the secular ideology of scientism found it easier to marginalize and decenter
other ways of knowing that it had in fact itself benefited from in its arising
while drawing on sources of knowledge from other world cultures. It could
now relegate them to a secondary intellectual and cultural status serving well
its expanding capitalist, orientalist, and imperial/colonial conquests involving
incorporations of other lands, peoples, and cultures.
As noted before, it is misleading to compare such a compromised classical
Newtonianism to the billiard balls game, to which it was certainly not similar
when the latter is considered in its totality. In order to fit such a model, the
game had to rid itself of its more or less creative players and observers (unless
treated as willless and passive bodies) and of the very unpredictable, playful
nature of its game whose particularly human constructed nature in contrast
to other natural events was deemed to be not essential for considering the
basic incompatibility of the model with the metaphor to be valid.
But the likening had its functional benefits for the emerging and
hegemonic scientific model. It somehow naturalized and reified the scientific
model in order to claim a universally valid and “lawful” status for itself on one
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hand, and, on the other, to suggest that reality is not essentially a malleable,
creative, unpredictable, probabilistic medium that could be sooner or later
subject to human will as a part of that reality in order to realize its dreams
for a better world, but one that had to abide by the “objective” constraints
dictated by an “objectively existing” matter. This of course served the
interests, both religious and secular, of those wishing to maintain the class,
status, imperial and colonial orders in society in general and in its Newtonian
academic organizations and disciplinary regimes in particular—institutions
that in general served well to enable and maintain such stratificational and
imperial functions.
The scientists emergent from such classical Newtonian institutional
structures would of course be quite enigmatized when confronting new
scientific events and experiments in their own laboratories inside and out
when the model reached its cognitive limits and fell into deep crisis. They
had been able to deny things in the past because such anomalies could not
be readily observed and verified, but now, the findings were increasing and
undeniable. Hence, the gloomy faces in their conventions.
How to respond? Either (1) take the new findings to their logical
conclusion and thereby undermine the whole structure and edifice of science
and its academic disciplinary and university architecture, and risk their own
status and tenures along the way (or at least fear losing them and thus be
kept in line and disciplined); or (2) deny the applicability of the microscopic
world knowledge to the macroscopic world via ever newer Copenhagen-
type, “shut up and calculate,” compromises; or (3) come up with ever
newer interpretations and celebrations of a decades-long, perhaps forever
unresolvable and at times quite entertainingly exoticized, quantum enigma—
themes to which I shall return more specifically in the following chapters.
It is this overall classical Newtonian model of science—previously
thought to be applicable universally to all realms of matter from the atomic
to the cosmic and within which scientists in recent centuries, more or less,
had operated, one which they had been taken for granted as the “only”
“correct” way of going about conducting science—that became shattered, at
first gradually, and then in sudden leaps amid unprecedented new discoveries.
It thus became increasingly apparent to them that classical Newtonianism
at best (even when radically rethought and adjusted by newfound theories
of relativity) could claim to be only an approximating paradigm for
understanding macroscopic realms of reality and not deemed to be suitable
for understanding what goes on in the microscopic, subatomic world—a
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world that paradoxically constitutes the macroscopic realm but now seemed
to be operating in a radically different way.
The aftershocks of the twin revolutions of relativity and quantum science
have still not left the scene because the enigmas that ensued still remain
interpretively unresolved after more than a century since when the first signs
of anomalies began to manifest in scientific experiments.
The cat in the box, increasingly morphed into an elephant in the room,
of the so-called quantum enigma ended up undergoing a precarious alive-
and-dead superposed state lasting for many decades to this day—some
guardians of science still asking others to “shut up and calculate” and not to
bother opening the lid.
Before exploring the events that brought on the encounter with relativity and
the quantum revolution, let us briefly revisit again, in a different way, a basic
narrative of the quantum enigma with which I began the previous chapter.
The basic narrative that has become habitually and subconsciously
a taken-for-granted building block of the quantum enigma has had two
components: one is the assumption that somehow the Newtonian model
(when corrected for relativity) still explains “well” the macroscopic reality (a
view I problematized in the previous chapter, summarized again above); and,
two, the assumption that our macroscopic view of reality was somehow not
enigmatic to begin with. In other words, the assumption is that we were not
confronting an enigma before, and somehow it was the quantum world that
disturbed the consensus, revealing an enigmatic world in the microscopic
world. On this latter, second, point I wish now to comment briefly, arguing
that the apparent lack of such a macroscopic enigma was itself a socially
constructed perspective, to which we have become anesthetized in recent
centuries because we have ourselves deleted the enigmas out of the way in
favor of a disenchanted universe.
The West had already stripped Newton’s scientific spirit of its enigmatic,
mystical, elements in favor of a “commonsense,” secular and “objectivist”
Newtonianism, one that excluded spiritual curiosity, the participatory role of
willful and creative subjects and investigators, and the resulting unpredictable
and creative nature of reality as studied by human subjects. If those elements
had been retained, the macroscopic reality’s wonder and enigmas would have
remained intact as part of the scientific spirit. That’s how Newton himself,
Einstein later on, or, say, the Persian “astronomer-mathematician” Omar
Khayyam or the philosopher-physician Ibn Sina (Avicenna) before them,
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going back to many other examples one could cite in Middle Eastern,
ancient East Asian, Greek, Mesopotamian and Egyptian thinkers as well,
had approached the pursuit of truth about reality.
Wonder and enigma were inescapable parts of Khayyam’s scientific work.
Not even the most abstract mathematical, geometrical, philosophical, or
literary problems were addressed or explored in his scientific texts without
starting and ending the report with expressions of greetings to his God, the
prophets, and to his spiritual awe, wonder, and curiosity. As I will show in
my future work, poetry was not just a pastime for Khayyam but was at the
heart of his scientific, philosophical, and spiritual discoveries. The circle was
not just that, but represented the wonder of coming and going into existence.
The first letter of alphabet represented a “One” and the number “1” was not
to be counted as a number since it represented the source of existence since it
was not preceded by another number—negative numbers having not yet been
invented then. The pursuit of solving algebraic equations was made in the
hopes of shedding light on God’s secrets and drilling the pearl of the order
hidden beneath the surface of the ocean of creation.
And of course none of these early scientists were directly involved or
could be involved in subatomic research to feel so perplexed or enigmatized
by what they confronted in their research. The awe and wonder was expressed
about a deeply enigmatic macroscopic cosmic world. The wonder and magic
of what they saw around them in the macroscopic world had not been lost
to a model of science that exiled the search for the source(s) of existence or
doubts about its orders of fate and chance in favor of not only a mechanistic
view of the universe but also a natural and social world that were intended to
be made and run mechanically, as classical Newtonianism later on promised.
It was only by way of a more or less arbitrary, ideological stripping of
Newtonianism from the enigmatic elements of its namesake, Isaac Newton,
that a model of science had been socially constructed historically in the West
that now, beginning in the twentieth century, found itself deeply shocked
and enigmatized by what it discovered in the course of scientific experiments
of light and the subatomic world. Deeply habituated by the “commonsense”
lens of enigma-stripped Newtonianism, it could not really fathom how
microscopic reality can be so contradictory to what it had taken for granted
as its long-cherished classical “theory of everything.”
The new discoveries of course offered new insights and new ways of
seeing reality, but the enigma experienced had also much to do with the
observer’s own classical Newtonian ways of seeing that had been simply
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taken for granted as a “natural” way to describe and imagine reality. And this
consideration of the role played by the observer’s own previously held points
of view in experiencing what it regarded as enigmatic was, paradoxically, an
essential contribution that the quantum science was now making and had to
be reckoned with in its research pursuits.
Therefore, for the same reason we have to problematize the assumption
that the classical Newtonian worldview more or less still describes the
macroscopic world well, we also need to problematize the assumption that
the macroscopic world is any less enigmatic than the microscopic world.
The reason we hold those assumptions has to do with our own ideologically
distorted lenses that have made us believe that the classical Newtonian
worldview still, more or less, accurately describes the macroscopic world in a
way that is enigma-free. Acknowledging the role of the observer here is itself
important, one that is at the heart of both relativistic and quantum science
findings.
The first major revolutionary shock to the classical Newtonian model—
one that was later on also affirmed by the microscopic findings of quantum
science—was exerted in relation to what was perceived to be the macroscopic
world. Albert Einstein’s theories of special and general relativity leading to
the odd view of the sameness of mass and energy and offering a new theory
of gravity radically challenged the propositions of separability and observer-
omitted objectivity in the classical Newtonian model of science and its way
of imagining reality in its macroscopic realms.
According to Einstein’s special theory of relativity, considered when bodies
are in motion with uniform velocity (constant speed in straight line) relative
to one another, space and time are not separable attributes of an absolute,
independently existing, reference frame but interrelated and dependent also
on the observer’s reference frame. Since observers in all frames of reference
have to agree for the speed of light to be the same as had been experimentally
proven, for an observer moving in uniform velocity relative to an observer
considered at rest, time dilates (slows down) and space contracts; given the
assumptions of the theory for uniform velocity, the latter was expressed in
terms of contraction in lengths in the direction of motion.
This meant that the spacetime frame of reference itself is inseparable
from the observers and the objects in motion relative to one another, for,
observers as objects had to be now included in the picture. In his general theory
of relativity Einstein further expanded this notion to objects experiencing
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accelerated motion and thereby demonstrated that the force of gravity and
accelerating/decelerating motions were essentially the same, leading to his
discovery of the curvature of spacetime as a description of and explanation
for the gravitational force exerted by masses on one another.
Einstein’s theories of relativity led to the view (as expressed in the now
popularized formula) that energy equals mass times the square of speed
of light (E=mc
2
), which essentially means that what is regarded as a solid
corpuscular mass is a compact bundle of energy and thus matter can be
transformed back and forth between such states since essentially they are
one and the same thing. The breakdown of the “dualism” of mass and
energy in favor of a “duality” of mass and energy, that matter is at once
mass and energy, should have also caused the same enigmatic response as
has the enigma of the wave-particle “duality” of light, but somehow it did
not. This may require further investigation, in fact, since, paradoxically,
one may consider the two “dualities” to be expressive of one and the same
phenomenon in microscopic and macroscopic frames of reference. However,
another similar lack of enigmatic response may be found regarding Einstein’s
new theory of gravity that resulted from his theories of general relativity
(building on his special theory), which led him to the view of the identity
of mass and energy as well. For this, the classical Newtonian view of gravity
became a target of Einstein’s ingenious insight.
Whether or not the story of an apple hitting Newton’s head leading to
his discovery of gravity and laws of motion was true, a prevailing assumption
of classical Newtonianism had been that there is an absolute, observer-
independent, space and time reference frame, independent from bodies, in
which cosmic bodies externally interact according to predictable patterns and
laws of motion. Newton’s basic insight was that the laws of motion that
applied to the apple falling from the tree were the same that explained how
cosmic bodies interact with one another. If the Moon does not fall to the
Earth, or the Earth to the Sun, he argued, this had to do with the fact that
the sum of forces moving each body around the orbit of another is such that
the orbiting body does not fall due to the combined effect of its own inertia
(inherited from previous motions and causes received in the past) and the
acting force of gravity from the orbital center.
Through a process of elimination, those bodies with insufficient or with
too much inertial force acting on them orbiting the center in relation to the
force of gravity exerted by the center would either fall to the center or fly
away from the orbit and thus no longer exist as such more or less regularly
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orbiting the center. So, the one that survived the process of elimination
and is still orbiting must be characterized by just about sufficient balance
of inertial and gravitational forces to be maintaining its orbital motion for a
more or less long while, before meeting the fate of those not having survived
the pattern.
However, the question that remained unresolved in classical
Newtonianism was regarding the nature of the invisible gravitational force
that was exerted continually on seemingly separate cosmic bodies (such
as the Sun in relation to other planets) “from a distance,” causing them
to move along seemingly non-straight lines around an orbital center. The
ingenious way Einstein went about explaining the gravitational force acting
on cosmic bodies relied simultaneously on maintaining aspects of the
classical Newtonian view while radically undermining its basic assumption of
an absolute, independently existing, frame of space and time reference.
In order to understand how Einstein arrived at his discovery, it is necessary
that his theory of gravity be understood in relation to his general theory of
relativity, which he specifically formulated (building on his special theory)
to account for gravity as a form of accelerated motion. I will focus in more
detail on Einstein’s theories of relativity in subsequent chapters, but for the
purpose at hand in this chapter regarding how classical Newtonianism was
undermined by Einstein’s relativity theories, it is helpful to briefly describe
Einstein’s explanation of gravity.
Einstein’s basic explanation for how gravity works relied on the strange
notion that objects distort or curve spacetime around themselves relative to
their mass. Orbiting bodies that are subjected to the gravitational force of the
mass in the center are moving on a “straight” line in their own trajectories
as predicted and explained by Newton’s classical laws of motion. But their
“straight” lines of motion are actually curved paths around the mass to
which they are “attracted.” To the extent that a balance emerges between the
inertial force of the body and the spacetime curvature caused by the orbital
center mass, the continuity of the orbital motion is more or less maintained.
Otherwise, the orbiting object either “falls” onto the center mass or flies away
out of the orbit and in either case would no longer exist as a more or less
regularly orbiting body.
All bodies cause their own spacetime curvature relative to their mass.
In a way, considering Einstein’s findings, when one imagines a mass as a
corpuscular thing, one would have to also imagine it, at once, as a spread-
out thing, since its curvature of spacetime always accompanies it. Sun is
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not just out there, but also in here, as we on Earth are experiencing its
spacetime curvature influencing the Earth’s motion orbiting it. It is the
masses of bodies relative to one another that affect the strength of their
gravitational forces (that is, the spacetime curvatures caused by their mass)
on one another. The Earth also causes spacetime curvature that explains
its gravitational force relative to the Moon (or, its surrounding spacetime
being curved affecting the motion of the Moon around itself ), or that of
both (Earth-Moon system) altogether being subjected to the gravitational
force (i.e., spacetime curvature) of the Sun. We each, as persons, also curve
spacetime, as any mass is attributed the feature, though such curvature are
negligeable relative to the curvature caused by the mass of the Earth, or that
of the Sun, and even the more spread-out curvature of masses comprising
the center of the Milky Way galaxy around which millions of suns (and solar
systems), including ours, orbit.
So, even the Sun, the Earth, each of us, an apple, and so on, is at
once a corpuscular and a spread-out thing when considering the spacetime
curvature each mass accompanies beyond its visible corpuscular boundaries.
For some, the curvature is significant in scale, in others negligible and
minute. The fact that each body has become corpuscular itself has to do with
its spacetime curvature, if we follow Einstein’s general theory or relativity.
The solar system’s masses’ spacetime curvatures have over time “attracted”
more masses through concentrations of earlier clouds of dust, and further
collisions such that we have ended up with the particular configuration of
masses and orbits in the solar system. In a way, we can think of the solar
system as a whole pond swirling around the Sun at the center, with further
partial swirling associated with each planet and their respective moon(s), if
present, the swirlings overtime having attracted masses which in turn have
contributed to deeper spacetime curved vortices. There was a beginning to
the process and there will be and end, but in the meantime, it appears to us,
also concentrations of masses come alive, that the solar system is relatively
stable relative to our own brief lifetimes.
Therefore, it appears evident, drawing on Einstein’s findings, that all
particles comprising a mass are falling on its center in the same way described
by the general theory, that is, due to the curvature of spacetime. The more
massive and concentrated center of the mass causes more powerful spacetime
curvatures than the outer-lying ones. Should we not ask why the spacetime
curvature itself comes about as a result of the concentration of mass (or
energy)? Does that not also constitute an enigma? From what I have read
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in the literature, it seems that neither Einstein, nor other scientists since
his time, have satisfactorily explained why the spacetime curvature happens
around massive objects, other than affirming (and experimentally proving)
that it does happen.
Perhaps the lack of such answers is related to the same reasons the
so-called quantum enigma has remained unriddled. One may wonder why
physicists have not considered the question of “why” beyond the “how”
regarding the cause of spacetime curvature as a worthwhile question to
explore and enigmatic problem to unriddle? May exploring this question
offer some hints, toward further explanations, at how one can go about
resolving the so-called quantum enigma?
My main purpose in this chapter is to indicate how Einstein’s notion
that spacetime is relative, and not absolute and separate from objects and
observers (who are themselves objects), deeply disturbed the prevailing
classical Newtonian model of science in two ways.
First, by offering a spacetime-relative notion of reality and theory of
gravity, it challenged the notion of separability of bodies, “externally” exerting
forces on one another from without. Here, we now have an imagination of
reality that treats the spacetime in between the seemingly separate bodies
to be itself implicated as wave-like attribute of the seemingly corpuscular
presence of the objects. The Sun is not just out there as a mass, but also
here in the spatiotemporally curved presence of an “included middle,”
relating the planets (including the Earth) with it as parts of a singular whole
that includes the Sun’s and the planets’ gravitational spacetime curvatures
interpenetrating one another. The solar system is not a system of objects
relating to one another externally, from without, but is a single pond
comprised of a system and subsystems of swirling holes toward which what
constitutes the Sun, the planets, and their moons have fallen over time,
resulting in the masses we see today. So, the Sun, the Earth, the Moon, and
so on, are the yellow, green/blue, and gray, holes similar to what we speak of
as “black holes” at significantly higher scales of mass and gravitational forces
scattered throughout the universe. The more the original dust cloud of the
solar system (itself comprised of dusts of previously exploded stars) swirled,
increasingly heavier masses were formed resulting in deeper curvatures of
spacetimes around themselves, resulting in the solar system we have today.
As Einstein’s general theory of relativity proclaimed, spacetime curvatures
tell masses how to move, and masses tell spacetime how to curve.
Second, at the heart of the explanation that made the inseparability of
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seemingly “separate” bodies evident was the notion of observational relativity
built into the theory of relativity—that is, the notion that space and time are
not separate from one another as absolute realities “out there” but are ones
whose realities are dependent on the observational frame of reference we
choose to study them. The observer could no longer be regarded as separate
from the object of observation. It is itself one of the bodies in the solar
system, and therefore, since there is no absolute frame of spacetime reference,
what goes on in the world must also be considered from the standpoint and
reference frame of the observer as well.
This was a massive revolutionary blow to the classical Newtonian model
of science, even without invoking yet any of the findings of quantum science.
Or, rather, one may also interpret the theories of relativity as expressive of the
quantum revolution in our understanding of the macroscopic reality. This is
because, the notions of inseparability of the universe, and the dependence of
its knowledge on the position of the observer are at the heart of the quantum
way of imagining reality as well.
The theories of relativity, in other words, already challenged in the
macroscopic world, without even considering the advent of the quantum
revolution in the microscopic realm, the notion that anything observed
could be readily explained without including the observer in the investigative
research model and design. Through Einstein’s general relativity theory of
gravity, it also challenged the notion of “separability” of bodies from one
another, since their gravitational forces on one another “at a distance” could
not be explained without considering the in-between spacetime reference
frame acting as an included-middle element in their interactions.
While the theories of relativity undermined some of the most basic
assumptions of classical Newtonianism in relation to macroscopic reality,
it was the advent of the quantum revolution that fundamentally challenged
Newtonianism in relation to the microscopic world.
A first sign that something was wrong with the dualistic formal logical
foundations of the classical Newtonian model of science appeared amid the
experiments and debates surrounding the nature of light.
Newton had affirmed that light was composed of particle-like, corpuscular
units that leave a source, travel a distance predictably on a straight line before
arriving at a target to be detected, unless, of course, according to his laws of
motion, they are diverted and their courses changed or blocked through the
intervention of external forces.
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However, it was in the year 1801 that a British scientist, Thomas Young,
demonstrated in what came to be known as the “double-slit experiment,”
that light seemed to display wave-like characteristics. He directed a ray from
a light source to pass through two adjacent narrow slits on an opaque surface,
to be received on a screen on the other side. If light passes through one
or another of the two slits by itself, it is detected on a screen on the other
side as a single more or less bright band. So, one would expect that light
that passes through both open slits would result in two bright bands on
the detection screen. But, what Young observed and demonstrated was an
interference pattern of bands and not the classically expected two bright spot
bands. There were, instead, a series of alternating bright and dark bands in
which their brightness on both sides of the interference pattern gradually
diminished relative to their distance from the center of the pattern.
It was thought that such an interference pattern could only be explained
by the presence of a wave phenomenon where, it was then alternatively
proposed, a light wave passing through the slits seemed to split into two
waves which then interfered with one another resulting in the peaks and
valleys of the two split waves strengthening or cancelling each other. The
bright bands indicated where the peaks of the two waves were constructive
and reinforcing each other, and the dark bands indicated where the peaks
of one wave and valleys of another wave were destructive or cancelling each
other. This seemed to explain the bright and dark pattern on the detection
screen where the bright bands gradually diminished in brightness relative to
the center of the interference pattern observed.
To explain away the possibility that multiple light particle waves in a
stream of light were the main reason for the interference pattern, or that
some particles were ricochetting or bouncing off edges to somehow cause
the unexpected pattern, subsequent experiments decades later showed that
when even a single light particle (later called photon) is sent at a time from
the source arriving at the two slits, where it hits the detection screen on the
other side is not where one would classically expect it to arrive had it gone
through one or another of the slits as a particle. In fact, it may appear at
the very spot which would be in direct line of being blocked by the opaque
space (as narrow as it is) between the two slits. In what seems to be both
statistically predictable but also random, the light particle is detected in one
or another of the areas where the bright bands would appear if a stream of
light particles had been sent through the slits. In other words, each single
particle itself was presumed to behave as a wave, presumably “splitting” into
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two waves at the two slits leading up to their interfering with one another.
Depending on where the detection screen meets the self-interfering split-
waves of possibilities for the single particle, then it would either appear as
dark or bright spot in locations not classically predictable for the motion of
the particle.
Young’s experiment thus led to serious doubts about the previously held
Newtonian corpuscular view of light being comprised of light particles. So,
the view of light as wave became the predominant perspective. This view
in fact was instrumental in James Clerk Maxwell’s 1865 theorization of the
nature of light as an electromagnetic wave, later being conclusively confirmed
by Heinrich Hertz in 1887.
However, years later, Albert Einstein again reaffirmed in 1905, in his
efforts to understand the so-called photoelectric effect, the corpuscular nature
(also) of light as being comprised of particles which he called photons and
associated them with what Max Planck had called a quanta lump of energy,
defined as the smallest unit of energy involved in physical interactions.
In advancing his theory of light and explanation for the photoelectric
effect, Einstein used a discovery that Max Planck had accidentally made a few
years earlier (by doing a reverse, pragmatic, calculation in order to explain
away something odd that had been observed in experiments).
Heating metals releases electrons from the orbits of their atoms, which
become visible as light. Scientists, including Planck who had been tasked
specifically to explain it, had been puzzled by the fact that increasing the
temperature of metals (or a light bulb’s filament by increasing the electricity
supplied to it) did not lead in a continuous way to higher frequencies of the
light spectrum beyond the yellow/white color emitted from them. This is
something that was expected to happen, from a classical Newtonian point
of view. The more heat would be expected to cause the more glow toward
the blue range of the spectrum in a continuous way. But this is not what was
being observed. If you heat charcoal it begins to emit light in colors ranging
from red to yellow and white, but heating it more and more, it does not lead
to the emission of blue and ultraviolet light waves. It stops changing its color
further, in the usual way and contexts the experiment is conducted.
This had deeply puzzled scientists to the extent that they called it “the
ultraviolet catastrophe.”
At the turn of the twentieth century, Planck’s interpretation led him
to the view that electrons whose release from their orbits around atomic
nuclei results in the emission of light do not do so in a continuous pattern,
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but through a seemingly discontinuous, leaping pattern; the electron is not
released until it is supplied with a definite supply of energy that is a multiple
of a certain quantity Planck called quantum. Depending on their orbital
location, it is only when their energy reaches a certain “quanta” (meaning
“how much”) of that quantity that they make the seeming “jump,” thus
emitting light depending on the orbit and the amount of energy needed to
release the electron from the atom’s orbit to become visible as light. Light
rays vary in their wavelength frequency across the light color spectrum. Blue
and ultraviolet light waves have higher frequencies and power than white,
yellow and red or lower frequency light waves which have less power.
Einstein argued that blue and ultraviolet lights had the necessary high
frequency and power to free electrons off the orbits of metal surface atoms,
and to do so, they had to be hitting the metal surface as a particle and
quantum “lump,” localized in space, so to speak, thus affirming the notion
that light is comprised of photon particles rather than waves. In his view, the
photoelectric effect of light on metal (i.e., that not lower frequencies, but
higher blue and ultraviolet frequencies of light could release electrons on
metal surface atoms) could not be explained by a wave theory of light. Such
light cast could not have the necessary energy to result in the photoelectric
effect of ejecting electrons off the atoms on the metal surface if it hit the
target as a spread-out wave. Light must be comprised of particles he called
photons. He stated that it was because the ultraviolet light photons had the
necessary high frequency and power, i.e., the necessary quanta of energy for
blue and ultraviolet light, that they could cause the photoelectric effect.
We should not ignore the fact, however, that to advance his explanation,
Einstein had paradoxically used both the wave and the particle explanations
for the nature of light. In a strange way, the term “quantum” affirms the
corpuscular notion of energy, being a “lump” rather than a wave. But,
he admittedly could not explain away the wave characteristics of light as
interpreted from the observation in Young’s double-slit experiment, one
that was also instrumental in Maxwell’s understanding of the nature of light
as an electromagnetic wave, and one that also explained why the blue and
ultraviolet lights have higher “frequencies,” an attribute that is associated
with waves.
It was in this context that the enigma of “wave-particle duality of light”
was born. The term “duality” has apparently been used in physics in contrast
to the term “dualism,” suggesting a sort of identity of opposite or contrasting
features, that light can be both particle or wave. To this terminological issue,
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I shall return in following chapters.
If we were to state the above in a different way that expresses imagining
things in a “quantum” way, the increase of wavelength frequencies of light
emitted from released electrons leaving their atomic orbit is not a continuous
pattern, but a lumpy pattern that can be measured in terms of the definite
quanta, or smallest units, of energy needed to release electrons from atomic
orbits. High frequency light waves could result only if a higher quantity of
lumps of energy pushes the electrons off their orbits and they would not
be released until that quantum is reached—which then appears as if the
electron “leaps” from one orbit to another rather than just gradually find its
way from one orbit to another in a continuous pattern.
This is portrayed by physicists usually in terms of how an electron
suddenly disappears in one orbit and jumps to another orbit instantly, rather
than “transitioning” to it in a continuous pattern. The change is analogized
to a ball moving down the stairs. The ball continues in its orbit until it
suddenly jumps to the next step. This enigmatic pattern of discontinuous
“lumpy quantum” wavelength change is different from a continuous pattern
of wavelength change, which indicates the presence of both a wave as well as
a lumpy, corpuscular, pattern in play.
However, a perceived strange, enigmatic, implication of maintaining
such a view of the “dual” nature of light was reported to be that depending
on which experiments the observers choose, light was said to reveal one or
another of its dual identities. In the double-slit experiment it is said to behave
as a wave. In the photoelectric experiment, it is said to behave as a particle.
This observation therefore itself offered the germ of yet another enigmatic
reaction by scientists accustomed to the classical Newtonian, “objective,”
scientific model. The observer, in the very act of scientific experimentation
and measurement, is said to be shaping the nature of what is being measured
and studied. Choose a double-slit experiment, light seems to behave as a
wave. Choose a photoelectric experiment, light seems to behave a particle.
Notice that the claim goes further than the notion that a scientist may
be biased and “subjective” in understanding the nature of an otherwise
“objectively existing out there” reality under study. The very nature of the
object seemed to be influenced and determined by the act of measurement and
observation and the scientific experiment chosen. It is as if the observers’ act
of measurement itself is creating the nature of reality that is being observed.
This came to be known as the “measurement problem.”
So, not only the dualistic separation of features of an object from its
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experimental context was being challenged (i.e., light can be particle and
wave depending on context), the dualistic separation of the observer from
the observed was also being questioned (i.e., the nature of the observed is
determined by the observer’s choice in the act of measurement).
And if this manner of interpretation challenging the classical Newtonian
model was taken to its logical conclusion, the causally deterministic and
predictable nature of the object as having its own “objective” reality was now
suspect, opening the field for more or less wild speculations about the nature
of human will, the extrasensory power of human consciousness, the limits
of academic natural science versus social sciences and humanities cultures
and their disciplinary fragmentations and their previously maintained
sanctity of being more reliable and “scientific” than other traditional,
including religious or spiritual, extra-academic ways of knowing. That is
why, enigmatically, quantum science has come to be increasingly embraced
by spiritualist perspectives, and vice versa; that is, some (though not all)
physicists themselves have resorted to interpretations that seem to consider
or entertain spiritualist or paranormal factors in consciousness playing a role
in constituting reality.
Discoveries in quantum science turned out to confirm in time that not
only light but also electrons and in fact all known matter are characterized
by the so-called “particle-wave duality.” To note again, it seems interesting
that to highlight such an enigmatic non-dualistic insight into the nature
of reality (that something is both A and non-A), it has been expressed in
a language that uses the term “duality” for the purpose. This is an issue to
which we must return in due course.
What is being expressed here is the notion that reality, in its most
basic building blocks, is comprised of elements which allow for any whole
to exist at once in superposed parts, that is, things exists at the same time
everywhere and somewhere, the probability of which can be defined by a
wave function, whose mathematical formula was established by the physicist
Erwin Schrödinger. If it is considered to be probably somewhere everywhere
as defined by the wave function, it means that it is potentially in many
places at the same time. Its location cannot be determined in principle with
certitude, and according to Werner Heisenberg, a student of Niels Bohr,
we cannot determine at the same time both the location and the speed of
a subatomic object. The wave function of the object collapses as a result
of our observation and measurement to a corpuscular status, meaning that
the object is no longer everywhere as a wave but somewhere as a particle.
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The very act of our measurement changes the nature of the object being
measured; so, there seems to be no way we could observe and measure the
object “as is.”
This, the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, another expression of the
“measurement problem,” thus came to occupy a central place at the heart of
the quantum view of microscopic reality. We cannot know the subatomic
reality “in itself ”; by observing and thus measuring it, its reality itself is
changed and “collapsed” into one that is not the same as how it may be,
unobserved. This therefore means that the “reality” of what constitutes
the subatomic world may never be knowable, and may not even exist as we
have known or assumed it to be, leading some quantum theorists to argue
that it is futile to concern ourselves with the question of understanding the
reality of subatomic world as such and focus more, by “shutting up (from
such futile speculations) and calculating,” on the practical implications the
probabilistic nature of quantum science could have in advancing the sciences
and technologies of the macroscopic world.
Note that when we say an object is both a wave and a particle, and thus a
whole and a probabilistically located (in spacetime) part of it when collapsed,
this is not simply a matter of saying, well, an entity is a whole onto itself, a
part of a broader whole, and itself comprised of its inner parts. That way of
imagining reality is still valid, but the proposition of “particle-wave duality”
of light or matter basically means that the same object is at the same time a
whole and a probabilistic part of itself. It is at once everywhere and somewhere
in that everywhere. This sounds like a paradoxical, indeed enigmatic,
statement to make, but that is what, in my view, can be understood when
we propose the enigmatic expression of “wave-particle duality” of anything.
Of course, there is another interpretation, more prevalent actually, that
treats duality in terms of a potentiality that in actual experimental contexts
manifests as being one or the other. According to this approach, called
Complementarity, we have an object that is capable of being both potentially,
but in one experiment we choose, it behaves as one, and in another experiment
we choose, it behaves as the other. I shall return to this interpretation as well,
of course, but the difference is important to keep in mind.
In an interpretation in which the object is at once corpuscular and spread-
out, the case is different. The object is at once somewhere and everywhere.
What used to be considered a solid, particle-like, entity, locatable in a definite
spacetime, in other words, has to be imagined like a fuzzy, wavy, spread-out,
field of spatiotemporal possibility which can instantly manifest as a particle-
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like solidity probabilistically somewhere, sometime.
The spatiotemporally separate atom is now seemingly existing at once,
in principle, somewhere everywhere in the universe. It is a tiny particle and
a spread-out wave at the same time.
While my purpose in this chapter has been to share a basic sense of how
relativity and quantum science revolutions challenged the basic assumptions
of the classical Newtonian scientific model, I think it is possible to note here
that the notion of “wave-particle duality of light” (or matter) embodies in
itself the whole of diverse experimental expressions of the quantum enigma.
By focusing on the notion of “wave-particle duality” of an object, in other
words, it is possible to demonstrate and derive all the subsequent enigmas
that emerged in the course of further quantum scientific investigations.
To clarify the above, let me pause for a moment and suggest how the
enigma surrounding the “dual wave-particle” nature of light (or matter)
offers in itself the germ of all the enigmatic experiences that ensued and the
many ways in which the classical Newtonian way of imagining reality was
undermined and shattered.
To recall, in the previous chapter I summed up the classical Newtonian
way of imagining reality by identifying its following eight characteristics:
1-dualism; 2-atomism; 3-separability; 4-(subjectless) objectivity;
5-determinism; 6-continuity; 7-disciplinarity; and 8-scientism. In what
follows I will try to show that the notion of “wave-particle duality of light”
(or matter in general) can express not only how all the above eight attributes
of classical Newtonianism were undermined, but also in a nutshell the eight
basic manifestations of the quantum enigma itself in its broad outlines.
Regarding the attribute of dualism, I already have commented above.
Basically, the assumption of the dualism is severely challenged by the
proposition of the “wave-particle duality of light” or matter in general. Why?
The formal logical environment assumes entities to be separable such that A
cannot be at the same time non-A. Now, A is considered to be both, at once,
a wave and a particle, a whole that in principle spans the universe and a part
that can be probabilistically somewhere in that universe, superpositionally
present in many places at once. “Superposition” is a term used in quantum
science to refer to a state where something is in two or more places at once.
Regarding “duality,” again we should keep in mind the two main
interpretative ways it has been approached. One is that expressed in the
previous paragraph (something is at once both a particle and a wave); but
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another interpretation offers the notion that while the object is potentially
both, in actual experiments it can manifest as either one or the other. The
latter interpretation is referred to as the Complementarity Principle. Some
may regard this second interpretation to be still hinting at a dualistic way of
interpreting the matter. However, for now, my main purpose is to keep in
mind this difference for further consideration and evaluation later on.
The notion “duality” (in either of its interpretations as noted above)
obviously also implies a challenge to the notions of microscopic atomism
and macroscopic separability of objects as well. The enigmatic nature of this
proposition is expressed by the fact that we have an object that can be at the
same time everywhere and somewhere in that everywhere. One cannot now
say the object is atomistic and chunkily separable from another object. One
may not exactly know where the object manifests as a particle when observed
and is probabilistic in that sense, but it becomes observable somewhere upon
observation and measurement when, in an instant before, it was everywhere.
The enigma of observation and its measurement is also implied in the
germ notion of “particle-wave duality.” Unobserved, an object is everywhere.
Observed, it is somewhere. The object itself, its “reality,” in other words,
is subject to our observation decision and measurement. Choose one
experiment, light behaves as a particle. Choose another experiment, light
behaves as a wave. The notion of subjectless “objectivity” as conceived in
the Newtonian model is therefore gone out the door. One would have to,
instead, rethink the notion of objectivity as one that includes the object and
us as its observers, the subject, but I will return to this later.
For now, it is obvious that we cannot for sure, with certitude, say the
reality “out there” is there as such apart from our observation of it. Before
looking, it is potentially everywhere; when observed, it is somewhere. By
observing it, we “collapse” it from being everywhere into somewhere, even
though we may not be able to say exactly when it will be where. We can,
benefiting from our wave function formula, have a probabilistic knowledge
where and when it could more or less likely be found when observed, but
we cannot be sure of it with absolute certainty. Even if we assume that it
is our measurement (or lack thereof ) that causes the change in the object
becoming or not a particle (or wave), the problem of instantaneous change
implying a challenge to the principle of light’s speed limit is still present.
Similarly, the notions of objective determinism, implying the
“predictability,” of the object has also gone out the door. If the object
exists everywhere as such before observing, and that it is our observation
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through measurement that cause it to be somewhere, where does that leave
a possibility that the object could be predetermined to have an objective
existential trajectory apart from our own observation of it? And if such an
enigmatic challenge to what was the essence of the classical Newtonian model
of science is maintained, where does that leave the self-regard of science in
relation to other, say, spiritual, ways of knowing the world and ourselves?
As far as the classical Newtonian notion of causality, so much dependent
on the logical separability of A and non-A, is considered, things could not be
any more enigmatic in the quantum way of imagining reality.
Consider two objects A and B, each of which are both characterized as
being dual, particle-wave, or part-whole, in nature, that is A and non-A at once
(or complementarily) for A, and B and non-B at once (or complementarily)
for B. If you have an object A that is also characterized by the same “wave-
particle duality” to be non-A, it can no longer be assumed to exist apart
from B, which is also non-B. As waves (presumably when unobserved), each
exists everywhere, so they interfere with one another and at least overlap
in some regard (to be consistent with the proposition of universal presence
they overlap entirely, one should note). So, they share spacetime possibilities
where one cannot say A exists but B does not simultaneously exist there
and then as well. In the “included middle” region of the overlap, in other
words, A and B both can coexist. So, there is no way one can say that
universally A causes B, or universally B causes A, since these two things
overlap and interpenetrate one another because they also exist everywhere
as wave, when unobserved. The above of course challenges also the attribute
of atomism in the micro sphere of the Newtonian model, and the same can
be noted regarding the attribute of separability in the macro sphere. There
is not any vacuum within or across microscopic or macroscopic chunks any
more. They cannot be across microscopic or macroscopic chunks because
each object is both A and non-A at once, or complementarily—unobserved
each is presumably everywhere somewhere, observed each is somewhere but
not everywhere. At any point, in what previously appeared in the Newtonian
model to be a “vacuum,” principally everything in the universe exists in
potentiality.
The enigma later expressed by Einstein as a “spooky action from a
distance” can also be noted in this very germ notion of the “wave-particle
duality” enigma. There is now a discontinuity of spacetime in the chain of
causation, bypassing, or transcending successive or continuous events of local
causations that was expected to exist according to the classical Newtonian
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imagination. If the object is anywhere in the universe, at a moment’s
observation and measurement it becomes manifested somewhere, whose
exact spacetime defies certainty, but is subject to probability measurement
outcomes. This implies a change or “collapse” that defies in principle the
upper limit to the speed of light. If something that exists everywhere in the
universe in one moment instantly collapses somewhere in that everywhere,
there must be something strange, discontinuous, and “spooky” going on
since that would imply a communication exceeding the high, but still finite,
speed of light, across local events and causations.
In quantum experiments that involve the “splitting” of an object
presumably, as in the double-slit experiment, or the doubling up of two
objects, as in the entanglement of two objects, or in the delayed choice
experiment (which is in a way another form of the double-slit experiment)—
to all of which I shall return in due course in subsequent chapters—we
witness basically manifestations of an enigma that is embryonically present
in the notion of the “wave-particle or “whole-part” duality of objects.
To reiterate what I noted above, an entity is at the same time everywhere
in the universe and, upon observation, in a specific spacetime somewhere,
which means (as it has been suggested) that at a moment’s observation, the
whole wave can collapse into a particle located in a specific spacetime. It may
not be possible to determine with certitude, in other words, the spacetime into
which the thing may collapse, but upon measurement it instantly collapses
from its wave-spread mode into its particle-localized mode somewhere. Such
an instant collapsing from anywhere to a specific somewhere means that
somehow the upper limit to the speed of light already proven in experiments
and affirmed by Einstein may be violated, or at least appears to do so.
Einstein did not believe, to the end of his life, that such a light speed
limit could be surpassed and faster than light “spooky” communication
between entangled objects at a distance could be possible. In a hypothetical
experiment proposed by him and colleagues that came to be called the EPR
experiment (using the first letters of their last names, to which I will return
in following chapters), they proposed that entangled objects were essentially
programmed in advance when being polarized. Like left- and right-handed
gloves, if one “observes” one glove to be left-handed, the other one must
instantly and by definition turn out to be a right-handed one, even if it is at
the other end of the universe. This, to them, explained how faster-than-light
communication did not have to be a part of the explanation of the enigma.
For, otherwise, they would have to explain how unpredictable polarization
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changes to one object when observed could affect the polarization of the
other object to which it is entangled in principle across the universe.
It so happened that decades later, based on a theory proposed by the Irish
physicist John Stewart Bell and experimentally proven by other scientists
John Clauser and (separately later on) Alain Aspect and colleagues in the
laboratory, the probabilities of changes in polarized particles were found to be
not explainable by the assumption of a pre-programmed arrangement. Either
the existence of an objective reality had to be given up, or the communication
faster than light had to be regarded as possible, or both; in either case, this
caused further enigmas for our notion of reality.
The enigmatic implication of such a proposition for the entanglement
experiments is apparent. Let us say two wave-particles are entangled through
polarization. If a change is made to one of the now entangled objects, the
change (including observation/measurement of it) is said to effect a change
in the other simultaneously across the universe. So, what later came to be
known as the entanglement enigma may be said to be basically a manifestation
or expression of the “wave-particle duality of light” (or matter) as well.
Regarding objectivity, I noted above how the observer’s choice of
experiments seems to determine, in effect, the particle and wave nature of
light or matter that is manifested in the experiment. What this implies,
therefore, is that the proposition of objectivity characterizing the classical
Newtonian model is undermined amid the enigmatic course of experiments.
One can no longer speak, in other words, of an objective reality out there that
is independent and separate from the observer’s decision and measurement
efforts while conducting research. If so, then it becomes in effect impossible
to separate what goes on in the object of research from the subjectivity of
the researcher, problematizing the viability of a disciplinary approach to the
production of knowledge about it, where the natural and social sciences and
the humanities can be treated as separately capable of understanding their
“own” subject matter in reality.
And the same can be concluded regarding the assumed authority of
a science versus other ways of knowing since the nature of reality is now
found to be one that seems to defy what were previously regarded as lawful
orderliness that sets limits to the nature of reality. In a logical and conceptual
environment as described above, it would be impossible to maintain
a deterministic and predictable view of reality. If A can be non-A at the
same time and place, and the same for B and non-B, no universal pattern
of causation can be attributed among them. Obviously, a poetic language
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allowing for superposed meanings to be embodied in the same word or
expression would be a more suitable scientific device than a mechanical-
type—this box here and that box there—diagram, no matter how many
bidirectional arrows we draw from one to the other.
Erwin Schrödinger who invented the wave function formula, in his
efforts to show what to him was the absurdity of what the quantum enigma
implies, proposed a thought experiment whereby a cat is placed in a box
along with a radioactive material linked to a poison-supplying mechanism.
If radioactive charge is released, the poison mechanism activates to kill the
cat; if it is not released, the cat lives. Since the discharge of radioactivity
is random with a probability of 50/50 chance, when unobserved, the cat
in the box must be assumed to exist according to him, enigmatically, in a
state of being both alive and dead. It is only when we “look into the box”
and observe that we find out whether the cat is definitively alive or not, but
until then, according to Schrödinger, we must assume, following quantum
interpretations, that the cat is superpositionally both alive and dead at once.
The purpose of the metaphorical scenario was to illustrate the enigmatic
notion of how reality could be subjected to absurd uncertainty if we logically
follow the interpretations offered for the nature of quantum reality.
The point here is that in addition to challenging the basic formal logical
dualism maintaining the classical Newtonian model, the proposition of
“wave-particle duality of light” or matter also overthrew the proposition
of atomism maintaining the classical Newtonian way of imagining the
microscopic world. If we go back to the playerless billiard balls game analogy,
as it has been enigmatically portrayed, the balls of the Newtonian model can
no longer be regarded as solid things separable from one another, but exist
as fuzzy, spread-out entities that can overlap and penetrate one another. How
can one “hit” one without “hitting” the other at once?
What were previously assumed to be externally interacting atomic bodies
comprising the microscopic realm of reality, a view that pointed to the
superposed existence of an object at once as a whole and its part, now led
to a view of reality as being comprised of interpenetrating and overlapping
objects that, as waves, also interfered with one another such that one could
no longer state with certainty that one object A caused another object non-A
since the two, or more entities, have coexistential and superposed attributes
that lead them, at least in parts, to be the same as one another.
It was no longer possible to draw a predictable, deterministic, rabbit (or
cat) out of the magic hat of “objective” reality in its microscopic realms.
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To sum up, the so-called quantum enigma that has challenged our ability
to adequately understand the quantum way of imagining reality can be
characterized as having eight sets of attributes.
In listing and describing below the eight attributes of the quantum way
of imagining reality and their associated enigmas I have basically followed a
parallel pattern of listing the eight attributes defining classical Newtonianism.
Note that here also there is a logical relation among the attributes, one
leading to the next. The basic thrust of describing the eight attributes of
the quantum way of imagining reality and their associated enigmas as listed
below is to note that the universally chunky—logically dualistic, atomistic,
separable, (subjectlessly) objective, deterministic, continuous, disciplinary,
and scientistic—imagination of reality is radically challenged by a holistic
imagination of reality.
In considering the below, keep in mind the distinction between the
classical Newtonianism that was socially constructed over the centuries
involving ideological attributes, one that did not necessarily correspond to
Newton’s own spiritual worldview as I explained in the previous chapter and
the relativistic Newtonianism advocated as by Albert Einstein.
In Einstein’s special and general theories of relativity important elements of
classical Newtonianism were radically undermined, and they fully correspond
(in the macroscopic world) to the quantum ways of imagining reality. His
theory of gravity emerging from his relativistic theories undermined the
notion of separability of objects even in the macroscopic realm given its
overturning the notion of an absolute spacetime frame of reference, showing
that the universe is comprised of inseparable events. His relativistic theories
also radically and irreversibly undermined the notion of observer-omitted
objectivity.
Such contributions superpositionally overlap significantly with the
contributions of quantum science to how reality can be differently imagined.
As such, then, it is important for our exploration in the following chapters
to maintain the distinction between classical and relativistic Newtonianisms
when seeking to understand and unriddle the so-called quantum enigma.
In a way, as I will argue later, Einstein’s relativistic Newtonianism
may be regarded as contributing to the hidden third, the included-middle,
logical element that unites what may still be found useful (reinterpreted in
a quantum way, of course) in the old classical Newtonianism and the new
quantum way of imagining reality.
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(1) From Dualism to “Duality” (of Two Kinds: Complementarity and
Simultaneity)
The classical Newtonian way of imagining reality was founded on a formal,
dualistic logic where A cannot be non-A at once. Scientific experiments
with and interpretations of light contributing to the quantum revolution,
however, have advanced the view that light seems to be characterized by what
is called “wave-particle duality.” Light seems to behave as A and non-A, as
both wave and particle. And this seems to be not only applicable to light, but
also to all matter.
There are two ways this “duality” has generally been interpreted. One,
usually referred to as Complementarity (a term coined by Niels Bohr), is
that it is potentially that way, but in actual experimental contexts, it behaves
as either one or the other. Another interpretation, which we may call that
of Simultaneity, is that light is, actually, both at once, a wave and a particle.
One can already see that even in trying to interpret “duality,” our effort is
being split dualistically. According to the second interpretation above (one we
shall call that of Simultaneity), where light (or matter) is regarded as being at
once a particle and a wave, an object is paradoxically at once both a whole and
a part of itself, so to speak, simultaneously being somewhere and everywhere,
at once corpuscular and spread-out. In the second interpretation, one called
Complementarity, light is considered in potentia to be both wave and particle
(or indetermined one way or another), while in actual experimental contexts,
it is expected that light behaves as one or another, but not both.
It is to be seen which one of these interpretive pathways is a more
fruitful way of going about interpreting the “wave-particle duality’” of light
enigma, and what implications the difference has for our efforts at unriddling
the quantum enigma in general. These are subjects I will explore in later
chapters of this volume. However, at this point, one may wonder whether
the Complementarity interpretation does not, for all practical purposes, offer
an inherently dualistic point of view.
The quantum way of imagining reality has been heralded as advancing
a non-dualistic worldview. However, it seems interesting to me that in the
efforts to undo the dualism inherited from the classical Newtonian way
of imagining reality, the language of “duality” has continued to be used.
Presumably, by “duality” (rather than “dualism”) is meant to express the
contrasting view that something is at the same time A and non-A. And
both are distinguished from the view that something has a singular identity.
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However, the subconscious connotation of using the term “duality” is still
that something is A at one time and non-A at another time, A in one place
and non-A in another place. This interpretation can be inferred from the
commonly expressed enigma that, say, in the double-slit experiment, light
behaves as a wave whereas in the photoelectric experiment it behaves as a
corpuscular photon. If something is characterized non-dualistically, it would
have to mean, presumably, that it simultaneously has both attributes at once,
across experiments.
It appears that in the efforts made to characterize the non-dualism of
light as both particle and wave, a language of “duality” has been retained
that inadvertently preserves and reinforces the notion that light can behave
one way in one experiment and another way in another experiment. Such a
language used by the observers and interpreters seems to be itself logically
problematic, in my view, and contributive to the enigma since at the same
time that it states light is both particle and wave, it actually treats the object
in such a way that the attributes can become separably manifested across
different experiments.
For the above reasons, regarding the characterization of this first
attribute of the quantum imagination of reality, I prefer to use the term
Simultaneity, rather than duality. Of course, in using this notion, I do
not wish that it connote a temporal relation, since this would open up
the possibility, again, of dualistic thinking across times. We know that in
Einstein’s relativity theorizing, even the notion of “simultaneity” does not
have an absolute meaning, and two events observed as being simultaneous by
some, may be observed as not being simultaneous by others, depending on
the differing reference frames of observers. What I mean by “Simultaneity”
when I use it in the context of the wave-particle natures of light and matter,
is the sameness, the identity, of two seeming opposites, a notion that is more
familiarly used in dialectical ontology, epistemology, and method. Basically,
as enigmatic as it sounds, we want to say that an object is at once corpuscular
and spread-out in actual terms, not just in potentia.
For now, let us keep the difference between the Simultaneity and
Complementarity interpretations of “wave-particle duality” in mind. In the
first interpretation, the object is simultaneously wave and particle, all the
time, in any experiment. In the other interpretation, while it is potentially
both, in actual experimental contexts it is assumed that it switches from one
“personality” or identity to another, so to speak.
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(2) From Atomism to Superpositionality
The classical Newtonian way of imagining microscopic reality characterizes it
as consisting of corpuscular objects whether atomic or subatomic who subject
one another to external influences from without. Such a view obviously
implies that an object has a definite presence in spacetime in distinction
from others, such that it cannot exist in two or more places at the same time.
In contrast, quantum interpretations of the microscopic world have
accepted the notion that not just light but all matter is generally (in potentia
and/or actually, as noted in previous attribute) characterized by “wave-particle
duality” which necessarily implies that an object, being corpuscular and also
spread-out as a wave, can be at once in two or more places. This assumption
is a necessary result of holding the “wave-particle duality” attribute in mind.
If something is spread-out in principle everywhere in the universe
but at a moment’s observational measurement is manifested in a definite
somewhere in the universe, a view espoused especially by the Complementary
interpretation of ‘duality,’ this means that potentially it exists in many places
superpositionally, even though the probability of being in some places may
be more than others, depending on the specific wave attributes of the object.
So, if you contrast the classical Newtonian view that microscopic reality
is universally made of separable chunks of sub/atomic objects with the
quantum view that objects can be, at least potentially (via Complementarity)
and also actually (via Simultaneity) at the same time somewhere everywhere,
the radical difference in the classical and quantum ways of imagining reality
becomes evident.
Even if we use a subject-omitted analogy of the billiard balls game, in
the classical imagination, the balls are clearly separate from one another,
colliding and deflecting off of one another, from without. In the quantum
imagination, each ball is potentially or also actually a fuzzy thing, spread-
out principally everywhere in the universe, perhaps more likely to be
found somewhere than elsewhere, but still is everywhere. This means it is
superposed, not only in terms of its own possibilities of being somewhere
everywhere, but also in terms of interpenetrating or interfering with other
objects that share similar superposed attributes.
So, the previously imagined separate atoms colliding or joining with
one another from without now share spacetime possibilities of being
superpositionally somewhere everywhere as well. In a given event, both atoms
may exist, that event being at the same time A and non-A, B and non-B. It is
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both A and non-A, since the object A may be there or not. It is both B and
non-B, since, also, the object B may be there or not. And a combination of
the two various options may also exist where A can be B, or not.
The issue I raised above regarding the problematic nature of using
the language of ‘duality’ in contrast to dualism may also be observed here.
The interpretation of Complementarity according to which light is, despite
being potentially a particle and a wave, treated in actual experiments or
observations as being either one or the other, allows for retaining still an
atomistic view of reality when observation and measurement are present. It
is then assumed that when observation and measurement are not present, a
quantum state as described in the previous paragraph comes about to exist.
However, the interpretive alternative of Simultaneity whereby the object is
considered to be at once, always, in potentia as well as actually, localized and
spread-out, this implies that the quantum state as described above is retained
across the experiments, all the time, everywhere, whether measurement and
observation are present or not—although the measurement itself adds its
own influence to the interaction being observed, which should be taken into
account in a subject-included model of objectivity.
Again, note the significance of the two interpretive pathways above. One
(Complementarity) leads to the notion that when observed and measured,
world can collapse into and continue to be atomistic and subject to the
generally Newtonian interpretation, such that superpositionality is not likely
to be confronted as a state in the macroscopic world, though existing in
potentia in microscopic world. Another (Simultaneity) leads to the notion
that reality is always quantum, superpositionality exists in all reality,
microscopic or macroscopic, though subjected to differences brought on
by the added element of macroscopic observers doing their measurements
where they would view reality from the standpoint of their own macroscopic
frame of reference.
The interpretative strategy of Complementarity, according to which light
or object is considered to be while in potentia both corpuscular and wavy but
in actual experimental contexts either one or the other depending on whether
it is measured, may lead to a back-door way of accommodating an atomistic
view of macroscopic reality, even though in the microscopic world atoms are
imagined to be superpositionally fuzzy, cloud- or field-like, interpenetrating,
and overlapping things, rather than corpuscular objects clearly marked out
from one another with more or less vacuum in between. The Simultaneity
interpretation according to which light or object is considered to be at once
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corpuscular and spread-out as wave offers an interpretive opportunity for
considering that light and objects always, in microscopic and macroscopic
world, retain their quantum superposed attributions, and whether they
are perceived as corpuscular or not depends on the frame of reference and
vantage point of macroscopic objects such as us, observers, contributing to
the interaction through observation and measurement.
So, depending on the two interpretations we previously noted in the
duality of light attribution, we also can speak of two Complementary and
Simultaneity interpretations for the superpositionality attribution, so to
speak. In one interpretation, superpositionality is a potential that, in actual
reality is retained or not depending on being observed/measured or not,
being macroscopic or not. In another interpretation, superpositionality is
potentially and actually retained at once in objects, though its perception
depends on the frame of reference of those trying to observe, measure, and
interpret the attribute.
I will return to these issues in due course in later chapters.
(3) From Separability to Inseparability
Einstein famously used the phrase “spooky action at a distant” for the specific
case of trying to explain how entangled microscopic particles could influence
one another over vast distances through signals that had to impossibly travel
faster than the presumed limit to the speed of light. Although he did not use
the term in the macroscopic context of his gravitation theory of spacetime
curvature, one can also say that explaining the force of gravity may also be
seen as an effort in explaining a “spooky” phenomenon, that is, a force of
gravitation acting seemingly invisibly on other objects far, far away.
What particle-entanglement thought experiments indicate is that the
universe may be so integrated and inseparable microscopically that changes,
or observations, in one location can have instantaneous impact on another
location galaxies away.
In the above, it may seem as though I am applying Einstein’s phrase
“spooky” out of context, regarding his efforts at explaining the gravitational
force over a distance—without necessarily implying a similar challenge
regarding the speed limit of light, as gravitational waves are considered to
travel in speeds that do not surpass that of light. However, essentially what
Einstein did with his theories of relativity and their explanations for gravity
in terms of the curvature of spacetime is to overturn the classical Newtonian
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view of macroscopic reality as one comprised of separable chunks, presumably
with little in between. Einstein revealed that they are in fact inseparable, even
though the effects, macroscopically, may take a while to be “felt” elsewhere
depending on their speed, limited by the upper limit set by that of light.
Again, consider that the classical Newtonian view had a difficult time
explaining how a body such as the Sun could “spookily” exert a gravitational
force upon the Earth. Indeed one can say the same thing regarding the
gravitational force of the Milky Way galaxy center and other bodies on the
solar system, and so on. What Einstein did was to offer an explanation
that the notion of empty space between seemingly separate bodies is not
viable and that all objects, depending on and relative to their mass, distort
and curve spacetime around themselves and in relation to other bodies in a
universally interrelated context. Perhaps at some point considering a parallel
viewpoint regarding the distant actions Einstein successfully explained in one
case (gravitation) may shed some light on how the so-called spooky actions
in quantum entanglement could also be explained. I shall return to this
question in subsequent chapters.
The enigmatic and spooky natures of quantum entanglement that are now
claimed to be experimentally confirmed imply that instant communication
defying the speed limit of light may be possible, or at least may be conceivable
despite the speed limit of light. Obviously such a possibility over vast galactic
or universal distances has been inferred from theoretical and laboratory
experimentation and not achieved practically. In other words, it is the nature
of probability results observed between entangled objects that have resulted
in the view that the phenomena observed could not be explained except by
allowing for the possibility of instantaneous communication. But one does
not have to believe in instant action across universe to consider that it is
comprised of inseparable events.
The enigmatic nature of quantum entanglement’s challenge to the notion
of separability of objects in the classical Newtonian model is apparent. If
all units of matter are particle-waves, potentially somewhere everywhere, as
such and in relation to one another, this makes possible an imagination
of macroscopic reality in which all things are universally related and thus
inseparable.
The distinction between the two, Complementarity and Simultaneity,
ways of interpreting the wave-particle ‘duality’ of light can also implicate how
the attribution of macroscopic inseparability may be alternatively interpreted.
If in the “Complementarity” version we say objects are potentially both, but
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actually one or the other, this would lead us to a view of reality in which the
unobserved/unmeasured microscopic reality is potentially inseparable, but in
the macroscopic world, separability is deemed possible since things can be,
in corpuscular ways, separate from one another. In the second alternative
interpretation, that of Simultaneity, in contrast, we would interpretively
arrive at a quantum imagination of reality in which inseparability is always
present, microscopically and macroscopically.
Einstein’s general theory of relativity and its derivative theory of
gravitation in terms of spacetime curvature leads us to imagine how things
that seem separate macroscopically are actually (not just potentially)
inseparable, although their interaction is subject to the delay brought on by
the maximum speed of light in which signals or effects can travel. However,
just because it takes time for the Sun’s light to reach the Earth should not
lead us to imagine them as being separate, but note the spatiotemporality
of the effect from the vantage point of observing/measuring objects such
as ourselves living on the Earth. So, the inseparability should be assumed
macroscopically, though the spatiotemporality of such actions may be
considered to be differently applicable macroscopically, as implied in the
relativistic point of view.
It remains to be seen and interpreted whether certain theoretical
or conceptual factors have led us to interpret microscopic quantum
entanglements as taking place “at once.” Should we not subject notions of
simultaneity, of whether two particles influence each other simultaneously,
to the same relativistic criteria Einstein offered to explain in his train and
lightning strikes thought experiment? In other words, should not relativistic
interpretation also play their part in the consideration of whether quantum
entanglement effects are “simultaneous” or not?
This is an issue that needs further exploration and to which I shall
return in subsequent chapters. For now, it is helpful to keep in mind that
regarding the attribute of quantum inseparability we can distinguish two
options: one, Complementary inseparability, where it may be assumed that
inseparability applies, in actual terms, to microscopic world and not necessarily
to macroscopic reality, and, another, Simultaneous inseparability, according
to which all reality, microscopic or macroscopic, is deemed to be comprised
of inseparable events, even though the interactions are subject to delays as
conditioned by the speed of light limit, the simultaneity of coincidences also
being in need of relativistic interpretation.
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(4) From (Subjectless) Objectivity to (Subject-Included) Relativity
Perhaps the most shocking conclusion—shocking, of course, to the
classical Newtonian worldview—resulting not only from the findings of
quantum science, but also from Einstein’s theories of relativity, has been
the notion that the nature of an object cannot be determined apart from the
observational position and measurements used for that determination, since
those observational positions and measurement instruments themselves are
part of what is being studied and are subject to relativistic effects. Neither
spacetime is neutral and absolute, nor can one measure anything, microscopic
and indeed macroscopic, without changing the studied object in the process.
Enigmatic aspects of the roles played by observation and measurement
have been reported to include (when choosing the Complementarity
interpretive pathway), in the double-slit or photoelectric experiments for
instance, those of changing the particle or wave nature of the light or
electron/matter to one another upon the choice of experiments made. In
the double-slit experiment, or variations thereof, it has been claimed that
observation/measurement of the particle may be responsible for the changing
of the history of its trajectory backward in time. For instance, if a split-wave
is observed when already past the two slits, the observation is said to collapse
the process back in time to the pre-slits phase and make the particle behave
all over again as a particle, since that is how it is detected by the screen
(rather than being contributive to an interference phenomenon).
Whether or not such interpretive strategies are convincing still remains
to be seen. However, the notion that understanding the nature of an object
depends not only on its own but also on that of the observer’s motion
in a relativistic way even in macroscopic realm points to the notion that
a subjectless notion of objectivity did not have scientific merits in the
classical Newtonian worldview. The fact that quantum science findings have
confirmed the so-called “measurement problem” in microscopic spacetimes,
therefore, should not surprise an Einstein applying his theories of relativity,
but should confirm the meritless nature of a subjectless model of objectivity
as an ideological belief system. However, where Einstein departed from
the spooky quantum interpretation was his notion that there are hidden
variables independent of observation that one has to still reckon with. Some
have considered such a challenge from Einstein, and the subsequent efforts
by theorists to disprove Einstein in the quantum entanglement debates, as an
opportunity to discredit the notion of hidden variable in general, despite the
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reservations that Einstein had to the end of his life to the contrary.
It is true that in an imagination of reality in which everything is
related, and is not universally chunky, one cannot in principle maintain the
old subjectless notion of objectivity any longer. The observer is intricately
involved and implicated in the reality being investigated, a reality which,
because it includes the observer, must change when the observer and his or
her measurements and observations change.
However, it is not convincing to me why the measurement problem
and hidden variables should be a zero-sum positions, such that believing
in one should necessarily lead to universal overturning of the other. Reality
preexisted humanity. Attribution of hidden variables to that reality, and
whatever in reality that has not been interactively observed and measured by
humanity is a rather commonsensical proposition. However, to the extent
that reality becomes interactively observed, measured, and in the process
transformed, whatever the results of such observations may be, the new
reality inevitably has to include not only what is ‘out there’ but also what is
‘in here’ and how the observer goes about interacting with the material and
understanding it.
As such, of course, we could not claim to know the thing itself, but only
through how it becomes a thing for us. But this is not a new proposition, and
should have been taken for granted even in the classical Newtonian worldview.
By analyzing Moon rocks, you change the Moon, to the extent that a piece of
it is transformed in the lab. The photon from a distant galaxy you receive and
analyze changes that galaxy, to the extent you transform a photon of it in your
lab. It is the same for macroscopic and microscopic research and the research
problem, and the Uncertainty Principle is still applicable to the macroscopic
reality that becomes subject to human research. By transforming the Moon
rock while testing it you can never be certain that what you study is exactly
what it was before you tested it. But, that does not mean we have to abandon
the notion of hidden variables. And the test of truthfulness, or not, of what
you discover is in eating the pudding, not in what you may (wrongly or not)
claim to be what the thing was in itself.
I have commented on the above before, and will return to this issue in
subsequent chapters, but it is important to note here that the uneasiness
that arises from the so-called “measurement problem” has a lot to do with
what notions of measurement we hold on the subject matter, depending
on what worldview we adopt when interpreting it. The classical Newtonian
worldview was ideologically biased in favor of a perspective in which it was
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assumed that it was possible to measure reality “objectively” without any
consideration for the observer doing that measuring and the change that
observation brought about in what was being studied. So, obviously, it was
troubled by confirmed quantum science findings that announced such a
subjectless notion of objectivity was in error. It therefore confronted it as a
“measurement problem.” We should also not forget that the reaction itself
was also a result of the assumption of a dualism between microscopic and
macroscopic realms.
One can trace this dualism in different ways of interpreting objectivity also
to the two alternative, Complementarity versus Simultaneity, interpretations
of the “wave-particle duality” of objects I noted in the first attribute above.
In the Complementarity interpretation, it is assumed that observation
and measurement reestablishes a classical Newtonian reality by and large,
so that we can go on and do our sciences as usual, as done in the past. This
is what the Copenhagen interpretation advises us to do, when it comes to
macroscopic research projects. Whereas in the Simultaneity interpretation
where the quantum reality and attribution is always retained for all reality,
macroscopic and microscopic, the relativistic notion of subject-included
objectivity should be maintained at all times. In one interpretation, objectivity
is assumed to exist and be attainable without including the observers and the
observation, specially in macroscopic investigations, even when observation
is taking place. In the other interpretation, objectivity is attained always
by taking into consideration the role played by the observer and his or her
measurement influence and frame of reference, because the observer is also
an interactive agent participating in the reality being studied.
In this sense, the notion of objectivity transitions from a subject-excluded
notion to one in which the observer is included. In this sense the quantum
notion of objectivity is inherently relativistic. The Complementarity notion
of objectivity suggests one should have a subject-included objective approach
to microscopic reality, but abandon it in macroscopic research and go about
its scientific business as usual using a subjectless mode of objectivity. The
Simultaneity notion of objectivity suggests that in all research, microscopic
and/or macroscopic, one has to apply an subject-included objectivity model.
(5) From Determinism to Probability
Quantum theory has been regarded as the most tested and consistently
affirmed in science. At the same time, it is based on the finding that reality
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is by nature, fundamentally, not deterministic, but probabilistic. The view is
not that there are no causal forces at play, nor that the causes may determine
the outcome of microscopic or macroscopic processes. The view is that such
interactions are not absolute and universally predeterminable, but that they
are inherently probabilistic and subject to forces that include those exerted
by observers and their measurements.
When we consider the notion of “predictability,” we imply the presence
of an observer or subject that is making that prediction. So, the predictability
of the motion of an object implies the nature of involvement of that observer
and subject in the course of its motion. The enigmatic quantum way of
imagining reality in which the observer is assumed to be a part of the object
being studied necessarily undermines a notion of the predictability of that
object absent the knowledge and will of the observer involved.
I may choose to remain “passive” and presumably do nothing to an object
when studying it in order to understand how it moves or changes by itself.
But this is because I chose to do so, such that if I otherwise did get involved,
I would realize that I also was part of the process of its change. I may even
discover that by being proactive, I may eliminate the problem in the first
place, freeing myself from the need for studying it. My lack of involvement
under the name of “objectivity,” in other words, is itself a subjective choice
on my part and as such I cannot claim the existence of an absolute state of
predictability, simply because I chose not to contribute to its outcome.
There may still be, and certainly are, fields in nature, microscopic or
macroscopic, in which I have not attained the knowledge (or even the
suspicion of existence) of some processes, and in that sense things may be and
are happening on their own, and thus may be and are predictable based on
precedence. But, this does not mean that they may not become subject to my
observational and transformative action at some point, thereby undermining
the notion that they were predictable on their own.
Now, once I gain the knowledge and ability to know and change an
object consciously and intentionally, I can claim that it is predictable,
because my creative ability to know it and change it in a testable way, has
made it a predictable event. An illness was predictably destroying life. Now,
I can predictably cure it. But, this predictability has come about because
I recognized the probabilistic nature of what could happen across various
scenarios of life and death for my patients, and I chose to become a healing
probability, realized.
Further studies may in fact indicate that what I was treating as an
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“objective” fact is a result of subjective actions by others. Just because some
claim “poverty” to be a result of human nature and its laziness, does not mean
that it is so, even if you find lazy people, poor, rich, personal or corporate,
roaming around. Further study will indeed show that the emergence of such
attitudes are results of particular social and economic design and engineering
schemes that resulted in social systems in which wealth and poverty are two
sides of the same coin. The “predictability” of such behaviors “objectively” is
found to be that of say, classical Newtonian social systems probabilistically
created (or mis-created) by agencies according to whom economic behavior
is presumed to shape cultural and moral behavior, and not the other way
around (still Newtonian).
The agencies could have been quantum in thinking and imagination, and
regarded economy, polity, and culture in terms of simultaneity, considering
an economy that is based on oppression and repression of one part by another
of humanity not a good choice, since a developing economy cannot take place
via dictatorship imposed by an imperial power through one coup or another,
and the cultural ideal of democracy cannot be imposed on a people. If you
design a society based on a dualistic model of economy being separate from
polity and culture, one that, moreover, is based on the mutual conditioning
of wealth and poverty, you are practically creating the “objective” conditions
of poverty while claiming to be seeking wealth and prosperity for all in
words. This is because, in such a system, the acquisition of wealth depends on
the deprivation of wealth from others.
My point of using “macroscopic” social examples above is intended
to highlight an argument I offered previously regarding the notion of
“determination” even in a classical Newtonian imagination environment.
Even the macroscopic, in our example social, reality can be considered
probabilistic, I argued, if we include the observers, the actors, and their
creative, indeterminable, unpredictable, agency in the mix. We do not have
to follow a modernization stage model, we do not have to have a particular
Westernized model of university, we do not have to elect someone who claims
to bring jobs and higher incomes, but, subtly creates an economy where
costs of goods to be bought by those supposedly higher incomes skyrocket—
leading the voters for that probability more impoverished in real terms.
The reason probabilistic reality is shocking and enigmatic to some is that
they had taken for granted, as influenced by and using a classical Newtonian
playerless billiard balls game point of view, that reality was deterministic to
begin with.
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It is important to continue keeping in mind that the two alternative
Complementarity and Simultaneity interpretive strategies regarding the “dual
wave-particle” nature of light also result in different ways of approaching
the matter of causal determination in reality. In the Complementarity
interpretation pathway, which allows for the actual either/or possibilities for
each attribute to manifest in macroscopic spacetimes, a classical Newtonian
causal determination model may remain attractive, since it allows folks to
argue that in the macroscopic realm, still things happen in a predictable and
deterministic way. Obviously, such a perspective would be more favored by
those who wish to keep things going as usual since their vested interests are
served by the status quo.
However, in the Simultaneity interpretation, reality in general,
microscopic and macroscopic, is regarded as being probabilistic in nature,
although the spatiotemporal unfolding of the alternative historical alternatives
for the objects under consideration may vary relative to the frame of reference
adopted for such observations. According to this perspective, one does not
(even) have to, and should not, wait for objective conditions for change to
come. The infinite possibilities of a better society and personal life begin in
the here-and-now, and all it would take is to not take things for granted as
is, and try to be creative in living the better ways of life not projected as a
wish into an uncertain tomorrow to come, but in the details of everyday life,
in relation to oneself, to others, and to the natural/built environment.
(6) From Continuity to “Discontinuity” (or “Transcontinuity”?)
As noted in the attributions of classical Newtonianism, it was assumed that
there is a continuous causal chain operative in reality, such that A causes B,
which causes C, which causes D, and so on. The assumption has been that
in both spatial and temporal terms causes are effected in local ways, such that
even A cannot jump, or leap, over B and C to cause D directly, but has to go
through the intermediary local events in the continuous causal chain.
According to the quantum science findings, however, microscopic reality
seems to not follow that pattern at times, at least, appearing as if causal
influences, themselves probabilistic, defy local events and take place in leaps,
or “discontinuous” ways.
I wish to use the alternative term “transcontinuity” for what is called
“discontinuity” to describe in quantum science literature an attribute of
quantum reality. The reason is to avoid a connotation that may inadvertently
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contradict the attribution of inseparability that is also claimed for quantum
reality. In other words, a universe that is characterized by inseparability does
not, logically, contain events that imply the opposite, separability, which
is what the notion of “discontinuity” inadvertently may imply, causing
unnecessary confusion.
The advantage of the term “transcontinuity” is that it points to a different,
quantum, way of imagining continuity, that is a continuity that seems to leap
over intermediary local steps in a presumed causal chain. In that sense, it
is different from the classical Newtonian way of considering continuity in
causal chains, but does not throw the baby of inseparability away with the
water of trying to show the difference across the worldviews.
Transcontinuity does not negate the notion of inseparability. What it
does is to suggest that there is what appears to be a “leaping” way in which
cause and effects take place such that some intermediary local events are (or
seem to be) bypassed or leaped over to connect the two events to maintain the
continuity and inseparability of what Bohm called the “undivided universe.”
Again, it is helpful to note that the two different, Complementary versus
Simultaneous, ways of interpreting the wave-particle ‘duality’ of light or
matter also lead to different ways of imagining transcontinuity. In the former
interpretation, transcontinuity is assumed to be something that happens only
in microscopic world, while the macroscopic world is regarded as following
the more “familiar” deterministic pattern involving local causal continuities.
In the other interpretation, of Simultaneity, all reality, including both
microscopic and macroscopic realms, are characterized by continuity as well
as what appears to be transcontinuity.
In traditional literature, at times the language of quantitative and
qualitative change was used to refer to this pattern of change. And, as has
been the case, such events have not been observed only in microscopic
realms, but also, in fact, have been most readily observed in macroscopic
events. The gradual quantitative changes suddenly resulting in qualitative
changes have by no means been a microscopic narrative, but most readily
used and observed in everyday life.
Much of the current studies in implications of quantum science for
the study of nature and evolution and coevolution have been devoted to
understanding how such leaps have occurred in natural evolution. The
transcontinuities by leap changes in social-historical development in terms
of slow or rapid, at times revolutionary, changes can also be considered
macroscopic manifestations of what others have considered to be a new idea
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in quantum science studying only microscopic spacetimes.
So, the issue is not, in my view, a matter of contrasting continuity with
“discontinuity,” and associating them dichotomously with macroscopic and
microscopic worlds respectively, but that of contrasting different patterns
of continuity in all reality, microscopic and macroscopic, amid a reality
characterized by universal inseparability. What this calls for, therefore, is
revisiting events quantum science confronted as displaying “discontinuity,”
in an effort to understand how such a process of so-called “discontinuity”
could be possible in a world of inseparable events. This may provide an
opportunity to understand what may appear as “discontinuity” in terms of
“transcontinuity.”
(7) From Disciplinarity to Transdisciplinarity
Quantum science has, enigmatically, resulted on one hand in the questioning
of disciplinary boundaries, especially regarding whether or not physics and
related natural science disciplines should “encounter consciousness,” and,
on the other hand, in its continued reliance on disciplinary boundaries and
identities in carrying out scientific work, and on fears and stigmatizations of
trends that one way or another challenge that order. Just consider your initial
(or perhaps still continuing) reaction to this book: “What? A sociologist
trying to unriddle the quantum enigma!”
There is no question that an important result of the advent of the
quantum sciences and the failures in resolving its enigmas has been a
greater openness by quantum scientists to participate in and encourage
transdisciplinary research. But such work does not seem to be, yet, a
mainstream trend almost a century since the quantum revolution. Even now,
the boundaries of disciplines are still maintained with force or by consent,
fear, or self-censorship, and clearly the efforts to involve other disciplines
often leave out the social sciences and the humanities, even in situations
where socially critical nuclear physicists are involved, trying their best to
establish alternative forms of university practice.
Unfortunately, even the sentiment of transdisciplinarity as an innovative
intellectual movement has not been necessarily shared by all mainstream
physicists and scientists. Still some believe that one has to “shut up and
calculate,” believing that the microscopic and macroscopic imaginations of
reality can never be unified, and others that treat engagements with the
quantum enigma as recreative and secondary pastime, and not a part of serious,
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tenure-worthy, research. And there are some who take it seriously while
being cautious not to rock the boat, so to speak, if they are still academically
employed and concerned about their tenure or promotion. And there are
also other serious quantum physicists who believe the broader meaning and
practically liberating results of quantum science cannot be obtained without
a thoroughly transdisciplinary approach.
When amid a quantum revolution in science viewing reality as holistic
and interdependent we find that the natural sciences still more or less timidly
ask whether consciousness should be encountered or not, this signifies not
only the expression, but perhaps even a cause, of why the so-called quantum
enigma has endured over many decades.
In any case, the reaction some may have to the event of a sociologist
writing about the quantum enigma may also illustrate why in a quantum
imagination of academia in terms of transdisciplinarity, such a shock, or
uneasiness, would not happen—in fact, it would be expected to happen.
The “transcontinuity” of sociology and physics leaping over the intermediary
disciplinary causal chains of their own discipline neighborhoods should be
expected in a worldview in which the disciplines are not corpuscular entities
bound by the walls of their easily locatable departments on a campus map and
served by department chairs who duplicitously espouse exotic postmodernisms
while being in their social psychologies and Freudian psychotherapies, both
equally Newtonian in theory, method, and at times unsolicited, uninvited,
psychoanalytical practice. Research transcontinuities should be otherwise
considered in their spread-out ways of going about understanding a single
reality such that their knowledges overlap, superpose, and probabilistically
inform and entangle with one another in creative and unpredictable ways.
(8) From Scientism to Transculturalism
It has been a hallmark of quantum science and the efforts in grappling with
its enigmas that many scientists and spiritual thinkers have come closer in
appreciating each others’ work and in adopting a transcultural attitude devoid
of presumptive superiority of only one way of knowing.
At the same time, there are still those in mainstream academia who
make sure they drop in the label “pseudoscientific” against perceived “others”
often enough in fear of losing their academic position, tenure and promotion,
in order to distinguish their own, often self-admittedly “wild” speculations
about quantum reality tinged always with the promise of scientific verification
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of them in a near or distant future.
The transcontinuities of transculturalism should also not be surprising
to quantum ways of imagining the reality of global research and scholarship.
What may appear as a seemingly “discontinuous” scholarly behavior from a
Middle Eastern background always caught in the dialectical tensions of the
East and the West exploring the quantum enigma will be unriddled when
one adopts a quantum view of ourselves as an inseparable human species
traveling somewhere in an undivided universe—one that has always been
characterized by a transcultural reality despite the ethnocentric points of
view of those who regard the spread-out common culture of humanity a
corpuscular possession of their own imperial islands bound by supposedly
fixed national or campus borders.
If unriddling the quantum enigma requires sensitivity to taking into
account of the hidden included-middle, what Gloria E. Anzaldúa called
“borderland,” regions of the disciplines and cultures, should it be surprising
that suggestions are offered from within the discipline of sociology, a
traditionally transdisciplinary “in-between” field, or from “Middle-Eastern”
borderlands where, one confronts in each cell of one’s body the dialectical
tensions of the East and the West, for millennia, and during a lifetime?
What cannot be denied is that the blurring of the hard lines between
science, spirituality, philosophy, and art, has been a hallmark of the quantum
revolution and era, even though it may still not be clear whereto their
dialogue may be heading.
Concluding this chapter, it is worth considering and explaining, self-
reflectively, why I have included the attributes of transdisciplinarity and
transculturalism in the quantum attributes model, or their parallel contrasts
in the classical Newtonian model (disciplinary scholarship and cultural
scientism, as presented in the previous chapter).
Some may prefer that the focus remain on the “real” subject matter
than the process of going about researching and knowing it, which these
two attributes address and imply. Some may even bring up the traditional
academic argument that “consciousness” should be left out of “serious
scientific research” and thus of these attribute lists, even though they are
tempted to open the cat’s box for one or another reason.
As much as this may have already become clear to some readers in the
previous or present chapters, or will hopefully become clearer later on, I think
it is important to note again that the very notion of traditional “objectivity” as
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inherited from the classical Newtonian model is at contention here between
the two outlooks, and therefore it is essential not to dichotomize the “real”
subject matter and the way of going about understanding it from one another
in this comparative consideration. I even daresay that those who may object
to including the attributes of transdisciplinarity and transculturalism in the
quantum list (and their corresponding ones in the classical Newtonian list)
may still harbor their own subconscious Newtonian habits of thinking about
what the two models should and should not include and how they should be
contrasted with one another. This is so, because the quantum view challenges
the classical Newtonian way of going about doing science by dichotomizing
the object and subject as if they are separable.
After all, who has been telling us that there is such a thing as a quantum
enigma, other than physicists working in definite academic disciplinary
and sociocultural contexts? How did they come to regard one way of doing
science as being “normal” and another one as “enigmatic”? A scientist has
wrongly believed, asleep to his or her classical Newtonianism, that there is
such a thing as a subjectless objectivity, so when he or she finds out, amid
the indubitable experiments of quantum science, that there is such a thing
as a “measurement problem,” he or she becomes obviously quite shocked
and enigmatized. But, why should we hypnotically be mesmerized by that
scientist’s shock, and feel that we have to follow him or her, simply because
he or she has a degree or tenure or is quite famous?
Enigmas and enigmatic experiences do not emerge from thin air, but
in the minds, feelings, sensations, and lives of specific individuals working
in definite ways in their concrete institutional and sociocultural settings. In
fact, from a quantum point of view, it is even more important to consider the
difference the standpoints and perspectives of actors make, while working
through their institutional and sociocultural settings, in understanding and
in fact shaping the realities they seek to understand.
Let me offer two examples here, one related to transdisciplinary, another
to transculturalism.
Consider the fact that in sociology, especially in the more critical trends
in it, it has become for decades a matter of common sense that social reality
is constructed. Considerable literature has emerged in the field in how that
construction is made, to avoid approaches that reify social reality, pretending
or presuming that social reality has an objectivity apart from the process which
establishes such realities through what Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann
(1966) called externalization, legitimation, and socialization—that is, how
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social actors create new social relations, how they become legitimated as
objective social orders, and how these social orders are then continually
reproduced through processes of primary and secondary socialization.
Sociologists even take for granted as their research challenge that, say,
in the interview process, the “reality” of the ideas or sentiments held by the
interviewee often changes. What quantum scientists are so shocked about as
far as microscopic reality is concerned has been considered a matter of taken-
for-granted knowledge in sociological research. It has been likewise a matter
of common sense, as well as social scientific interest, that in public opinion
research and polling, the measurement efforts can actually affect the public
opinion and even political voting patterns as pollsters go about doing their
work, a process that has become even more intensified and visible, not to say
tragicomic, in the age of the internet, social media, and fake news.
My point here is to note how disciplinary boundaries can play a part in
compartmentalizing enigmatic experiences itself, such that what is enigmatic
to one discipline may have already become a common sense knowledge in
another discipline, or at least in the more critical trends in the latter, as far
as sociology is concerned. What a quantum scientist regards as enigmatic in
the “measurement problem” has been a taken-for-granted matter for social
scientists, even if they differ about the extent and nature of that process.
A physicist may now counterargue by saying that, “well, we are talking
about physical reality, and you, social reality.” And my response to that is,
yes, indeed, that is precisely the point—how disciplinary boundaries may
lead physicists to argue that social reality is not “real” enough to constitute a
legitimate subject matter, so they end up not feeling they need to learn from
the research and experiences of colleagues in other disciplines to see whether
the quantum enigma is equally enigmatic in other fields.
Oddly, you still find super-universities where sociology does not even
exist as a discipline for its lack of being considered a science, and many
science super-prize-givers apparently do not think sociology is worth being
even called a discipline, let alone allocated any prize. We are not even speaking
of classical Newtonian habits of treating a field of study as being considered
worthy of a disciplinary label, not even being treated as a chunk. Such habits
are indeed not even classical Newtonian, but pre-Newtonian, and themselves
engage in self-fulfilling prophesies where certain domains are awarded at the
expense of ignoring others, and in the process end up being self-defeating for
advancing socially relevant scientific knowledge.
Just think about it, a prize structure to advance science is established
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which, in its very structure, awards studies that reproduce disciplinary
boundaries and hierarchies, and thereby self-defeat the scientific purpose for
which it is launched and its awards spent. If quantum science is right (and it
has been affirmed to be so) and we can prove that it applies not just to the
microscopic but also to the macroscopic world, at the very least as far as the
relativistic notion of objectivity is concerned, such academic prize regimes
do not simply award the sciences but also themselves perpetuate, as observers
and measurers of scientific success or failure, the particular disciplinary
chunky forms and hierarchical structures in which they may be conducted.
In the literature that I have read on the so-called quantum enigma and the
so-called encounters of physics with consciousness, and the speculations made
about the nature of consciousness and how it emerges, I have yet to find even
a single reference to any literature in the tradition of symbolic interactionism
and sociological theories of the self and knowledge, for instance. At best,
there is some references to the Pavlovian dogs, or Skinnerian psychology
(or, in more enlightened texts to various trends in psychology but hardly
anything in sociology), which are perhaps what are recalled from physicists’
earlier undergraduate education gained in their general sociology electives
taken long, long time ago. So, a physicist would not even wonder, unless
critically-minded, that there could be ideological or hypnotic conditioning,
advertently or not, consciously or not, going on in the very science chunk
in which he or she is learning, teaching, or writing. Psychology, sociology,
philosophy, art, humanities, are alien disciplines for such a physicist, unless
undertaken in spare times for recreation.
The fact that reality is hierarchically compartmentalized into physics here
and society there while consciousness is exiled altogether to the humanities
or even away from academia, whereby modes of knowing become fragmented
across separate disciplines and cultures, is a result of the workings of a
broader paradigm, that is classical Newtonianism, or even pre-Newtonian—
as Neil Turok calls it, left over from the Middle Ages (that is, before even
the Western Renaissance, although in other parts of the world experiencing
their Renaissance such disciplinary overlaps were taken for granted)—which
regard atomism, separability, and inflexible predictability of disciplinary
boundaries essential for imagining reality. Sadly, even in proposed alternative
universities by physicists, we find the same habit of leaving out the social
sciences and the humanities, as if poetic imagination, or social self-reflection
to understand the interplay of public issues and personal troubles play no
part in the students’ education in physics.
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So including the disciplinary or transdisciplinary nature of scholarship,
or scientism and transculturalism as well, as attributes of Newtonian and
quantum models respectively is essential for understanding how they differ
from one another and also for understanding how a scientific encounter is
experienced as commonsensical or enigmatic.
As for the second example regarding the transcultural attribute, I can
share an example from my own studies of mysticism as found, for instance,
in the teachings of the Caucasian mystic, G. I. Gurdjieff.
In Gurdjieff ’s cosmology, there is no dualism between matter and mind.
He says everything is material, even God is so, such that He can be weighed
and measured. For Gurdjieff matter is vibration, and depending on its location
in what he calls the Ray of Creation, we may have finer or coarser vibrations.
So, for him everything is comprised of waves, finer and coarser. In a way, he
is a spiritual string theorist. The fact that the term “matter” is used by him,
in other words, should not be misunderstood as somehow portraying him as
a materialist in the traditional sense of the term. He is basically avoiding the
dualism of matter and mind, matter and vibration, since everything is made
of the same stuff. So, matter is mental, and mental is material.
One does not have to agree with Gurdjieff to see the point I wish to share
here. My point of sharing this example is to indicate that the questioning
of dualistic thinking has been a common and continuing theme in Eastern
spirituality and science. You cannot read Rumi in the original Persian without
confronting how seriously he takes the problem of moving beyond dualism.
You will find the same in the Persian philosopher-poet, Afzaleddin (Baba
Afzal) Kashani who treated dualism as a root of human spiritual poverty.
In fact, the notion of Towheed (of unification), is central to the spiritual
teachings of Islam. There is no way one can understand Khayyam’s life and
works—not in the way he has been orientalized and distorted starting with
the well-intentioned and otherwise stylistically pleasant works of translators
such as Edward FitzGerald—without appreciating the beautiful way Khayyam
transcended, and called for transcending, dualistic thinking, and indeed, pure
thinking itself. Even to this day, specialists dismiss Khayyam’s poetry as a
pastime, as if what he was trying to do through poetry was not, at the same
time, a scientific and philosophical practice.
So, just because Western physicists suddenly discover, when experimenting
with light, that it has a “dual” nature (a term whose use is itself problematic
since, as I noted before, it still subconsciously allows for dualistic thinking
while, obviously, it intends to note that something can be both wave or
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particle, that it can be both mass or energy, and so on) and thus become
enigmatized by such a discovery because their Newtonian way of thinking
had conditioned them to think that way before, it does not mean that other
cultural ways of knowing in the world’s spiritual and scientific traditions had
not already come across that truth in their own way much earlier, through
quite elaborate and detailed scientific, philosophical, and artistic traditions
which have been expressed, “enigmatically,” often in poetic forms. The linear
thinking assumes what came before, the past, in inherently less worthy than
its own achievement. Only a dialectical view of history amid the zigzags of
development through the so-called “negation of negation” can reveal how
past cultures or scholarly could have already surpassed in certain respects
certain ways of thinking that the West is trying hard to awaken from having
been deeply conditioned by its classical Newtonian way of thinking.
After all, as noted before, what form of knowledge could be more
suitable for the expression of non-dualistic notions than that of poetry,
which allows for multiple meanings to be probabilistically embedded at once
in a single line or even word, such as “wine,” “drunkenness,” “love,” “hair,”
and “beauty”? But then, how can a Western scientist who is, consciously
or not, still Newtonian in his or her way of thinking, not disregard such
Eastern poetry as not being also a scientific effort in knowing the world?
So, when contrasting the Newtonian or quantum attribute models or
ways of imagining reality, it is not redundant, but essential, that we include
the ways of knowing (such as disciplinarity or scientism in the classical
Newtonian model and transdisciplinarity and transculturalism in the quantum
model) as part of the “package” of what each model represents. This, in turn,
makes it possible for us to avoid reifying enigmatic experiences in diverse
social, cultural, and disciplinary contexts, by always asking “enigmatic for
whom?” or “Whose enigma?”
Following the above, what I wish to conclude this chapter with is a
questions set that will be explored in depth in the following chapters.
To what extent is the so-called quantum enigma a “quantum” enigma,
and not, in fact, a “Newtonian enigma,” generated by classical Newtonian
subconscious imprints framing our own observations in the experiments we
conduct to unriddle the enigma? Is it not a new, and radical, finding of
both relativistic and the quantum revolutions that we can no longer separate
“reality” from those trying to understand it? If so, then to what extent our
own classical Newtonian ways of framing what we observe and regard as the
so-called ‘quantum enigma’ contributive to the enigma experienced?
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Abstract
This is the fourth chapter of the first volume of the series, Liberating Sociology: From Newtonian
to Quantum Imaginations, subtitled Unriddling the Quantum Enigma, by Mohammad H.
Tamdgidi. In this chapter titled “Whose Enigma?: From Classical Newtonianism to Relativity
and the Quantum Revolution,” the author argues that the so-called quantum enigma can be
best understood in the social and historical contexts in which it emerged and had endured.
Tamdgidi broadly traces the scientific discoveries such as the special and general theories
of relativity as well as the specific experimental breakthroughs of the quantum revolution
that altogether shattered over time the basic foundations of classical Newtonianism in the
course of the past century. He argues that in addition to challenging the basic formal logical
dualism maintaining the Newtonian model of universe and science, the proposition of the
“wave-particle duality of light” (or matter) also basically overthrew in embryo the propositions
of atomism, separability, (subjectless) objectivity, determinism, continuity, disciplinarity, and
scientism maintaining the Newtonian way of imagining reality.
What were previously assumed to be externally interacting atomic bodies comprising
the microscopic realm of reality, were now viewed as comprised of interpenetrating and
overlapping elements that, as waves, also interfered with one another such that it could no
longer be stated with certainty that one element A caused another element non-A since the
two, or more entities, have coexistential attributes that lead them at least in parts to be the
same as one another. It was no longer possible to draw a predictable, deterministic, rabbit (or
cat) out of the magic hat of “objective” reality in its microscopic realms.
Tamdgidi suggests that the quantum view and its associated enigmas have contributed to
the challenge of adequately understanding the quantum way of imagining reality, one that has
the following eight notional attributes: 1-“Duality” (for which he distinguishes two approaches
as Complementarity and Simultaneity); 2-Superpositionality; 3-Inseparability; 4-Relativity
(Subject-included Objectivity); 5-Probability; 6-Discontinuity (for which he prefers to use
the term Transcontinuity); 7-Transdisciplinarity; and 8-Transculturalism. Tamdgidi’s basic
point is to see how the logically dualistic-formal, atomistic, separable, objective (excluding the
subject), deterministic, continuous, disciplinary, and scientistic imagination of reality as found
in classical Newtonianism has been enigmatically challenged.
Tamdgidi also emphasizes that when considering the Newtonian or quantum models
or ways of imagining reality and delineating their defining attributes, it is by no means
redundant, but in fact essential, that we include the ways of knowing (such as disciplinarity or
scientism in the classical Newtonian model and their contrasting parallels, transdisciplinarity
and transculturalism, in the quantum model) as part of the “attributes package,” so to speak,
of what each model represents. This, in turn, makes it possible for us to avoid reifying
enigmatic experiences in diverse social, cultural, and disciplinary contexts, by always asking
“enigmatic for whom?” or “Whose enigma?” while considering the extent to which the
so-called ‘quantum enigma’ may be in fact a “Newtonian enigma,” that is, classical Newtonian
in its nature and origins.
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